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The development of medieval armor falls naturally into two main
periods, the period of mail, and the period of plate. Between these
two may be added a third, known as the transition period, extending
approximately from the thirteenth to the end of the fourteenth cen-
tury. Of the two great periods the first naturally presents the
most problems, since so few relics have resisted the destruction of
time and rust. It is not hard to understand why mail, presenting a
maximum of surface to atmospheric oxidation, has left no remains of
the early period. We have not a single suit of mail dating before
the year 1400, and even fragments are exceedingly rare. The archae-
ologist, therefore, must seek enlightenment in the study of illumi-
nated manuscripts, monumental brasses, seals, tapestries, chessmen,
and references in literature. It is with this last source of in-
formation that the present thesis is concerned.
Armor had an important place in medieval literature. The chan -
sons de geste , the romans d 1 aventure , and the chronicles of Ville-
hardouin, Joinville, Froissart, and Commines all abound in refer-
ences to armor. But these references are, as a rule, so indefinite,
or colored by poetic exaggeration, that they give us little inform-
ation concerning the actual shape, size, weight, material, and use
of armor. Consequently, many common expressions have not yet re-
ceived a satisfactory explanation. Among the difficult problems of
the early period are "banded mail"; "tegulated armor"; the distinct-

2ion between the JASERAN, the HAUBERC , and the BROIGNE; and between
the ESCD, the BOUCLIER, and the TARGE. When other sources have
failed, linguistics may shed some light upon these obscure questions
The following glossary is a collection of about four hundred
and forty terms referring to armor, gathered from the dictionaries
of Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange, and Borel. This is a large number;
and yet, it is probable that the list is far from complete, espe-
cially as regards the later period. The examination of a suit of
plate armor reveals the fact that many of its minute parts have no
corresponding name in the Old French dictionaries. It is evident,
then, that these names, if they ever existed, have not been pre-
served in literature. However, it is by no means certain that such
terras were ever in use. Let us take, for instance, the armor of the
knees or of the hands. Each one of these defenses is usually com-
posed of a number of parts; but GENOUILLERE and GANTELET are the
only terms recorded in Old French literature. In other words, only
the larger pieces of armor are named. And yet, when we are told
that the smallest part of a modern machine, such as an automobile,
a binder, or a watch, has its established technical name, it seems
likely that plate armor also, being universally employed in the
Middle Ages, had a name for each one of its parts.
Why, then, have not these words come down to us ?
In the first place, they were doubtless not in common usage,
being known only to the armorers of the time. To-day, for instance,
no one but the manufacturer knows the complete nomenclature of the
typewriter, although we use every day. In literature such words
-
3are to be found only in technical works describing the mechanism
of the machine. Naturally, then, we should expect to find the full
nomenclature of armor only in technical works on the subject . But
it must be remembered that medieval literature is strikingly devoid
of technical works of all kinds, and especially manuals on trades
and handicrafts. A handbook of armor, such as those that have ap-
peared in recent years, was an impossibility in the Middle Ages.
The armorer was, like the blacksmith or the carpenter, a man of the
common people, without education or culture, and who could seldom
read and write. Such a man, even if he were so disposed, would, on
account of his illiteracy, be in no position to write an intellig-
ible work on his craft. But there is another and more convincing
reason. Since the patent office was unknown to the medieval world,
the only way in which the artisan could protect his invention was
by keeping it a secret. That is exactly what happened in number of
crafts. Many processes in the working of metals, in the manufacture
of inks and paints , and in the illumination of manuscripts , once
jealously guarded by the workmen of the Middle Ages, have been lost
to us in this way. Hence, it is not likely that the armorer, even
if he were a literary man, would be so imprudent as to betray the
Sords
A were
probably never committed to writing, and will doubtless never be
known to us
.
In the prepation of the glossary only words directly related to
armor were included. Thus, in the following series: HEAUME,s.m., a




4place where helmets are made or sold; HEAUMIER ,s .m. , he who makes
or sells helmets, etc. , only the first two words were re-
tained. In cases where the word has many meanings , only the one re-
lating to armor has been recorded. Most of the words are substan-
tives, but there are a few adjectives and denominative verbs (ENAR-
MSR from ENARME, HEAUMER from HEAUME). Medieval armor includes the
body defenses of the warrior, his shield, and the defenses of his
horse. These defenses were not always made of metal. Leather, wood,
and fabrics of different kinds were also in common use. Hence, in
some cases it is hard to draw a sharp line between armor and cloth-
ing or ornaments . Thus , the POURPOINT was a garment of daily use in
the Middle Ages , but when padded and quilted and worn under the
hauberk, it becomes a part of the defenses of the soldier. Likewise
the CIMIER had no defensive value, but it is included in the list
as being an essential part of the helmet. No attempt was made to
include terms of blasonry, although they designate the device on
the shield. Such terms, which alone would constitute a large glos-
sary, properly belong to the vocabulary of heraldry. In many cases
it is also hard to distinguish between the armor and the harness of
the war horse, especially since the word harnals t like the English
"harness", is applied to both armor and trappings. In all cases of
doubt the word was not included unless there was good reason for
believing it to refer to armor.
The use of armor did not stop with the end of the Middle Ages
.
It extended for nearly two centuries into modern history. Hence,
the present glossary contains a number of Middle Prench words found

in Rabelais, D'Aubigne', Fauchet, and other writers of the sixtenth
century, and a few of the seventeenth. In Godefroy such words are
usually to be found in the Complement,
Armor was named from a variety of sources, the most important
of which may be classified as follows:
I. The part of the body protected:
AVANT-BRAS, BARBIER, BARB IERE
,
BARBUTE, BATTE-CUL, BRACELET,
BRACIERE, BRASSART, CAMAIL, CAP, CARCAN, CASQUE, CERVELIER,
CERVELIERE, CHEVECE
,
COLIER, COLIERE, COLLERETTE, CONTRE-CUR^E
,
CORSELET, CROUPIERE, CUISSARTS, CUISSEL, CUISSEUL, CUISSIERE,
CUISSOT, DENTIER, DEVANT BRAS, DOS, DOSSIERS, ESPALLASSE, ESPAU'
LIER, ESPAULIERE, FLANCART, FLANCHERIE, FLANCHIERE, GENOUILLER




RIE, HAUBERJEUL, HAUSSE COL, JAMBET
,
JAMBIERE, JOIERE, MAISELLE
MAMELIERE, MANICLE, MANOPLE, MENTONAL, MENTONNIERE, MORION, NA-
SAL, NASART, OEILLIER, OEILLIERE, OREILLET
,
PANCIER, PANCIERE,
PECTORAL, PICIERE, POITRINE, POITRINIER, POITRINIERE, QUESSON,
SOLER, SOLERET, SOUSMENTONAL, SPALEREAU, TESTIERE, TRUMELIERE,
UEILLETIERE, VENTRIERE, VISAGIERE, VISELLE, VISIERE.
II. Shape:
AGUT, AILETS, BACIN, BACINET, BACINOT, BESAN, BOUCLE, BOUCLETE
BOUCLIER, BROCHE, CABASSET, CANON, CARNE, CARNET
,
CASSE, CERCLE
CERCLOIE, CHARNIERE, CLAVAIN, CLAVEL, CLAVELE, CLAVIERS, CRESTE
CREVISSE, ESCAILLE
,
ESCREVICE, FAUDE, FUST, GAMBAIS
,
GAMBAISE,
GAMBAISEURE, GAMBEL, GAMBILLON, GAMBISON, GOUSSET, GUIGE, HANA-

6PIER, HUISSE, LASURE, LUNETTE, MAILLE, PLASTRON, PLATE, PLOI
,
POMEAU, ROE, ROELE, RONDAGHE, RONDELE, SCAMMES , TIMBRE.
III. Clothing or harness:
BRACONNIERE, BRAIEUL, BRAYE D'ACHIER
,
CAPELANE, CAPELINE, CHAN-
FREIN, CHAPEAU, CHAPELET, CHAPEL IER
,
CHASSIES, CHAUSSE, CHEMISE
COIFE, COIFPETTE, COIFIERE, COTEL, COTEREL, COTTE, DOUBLET,
GANT, GANTELET, GANTEREL, GANTHSROT , GANT ILETTE, GIRONEE, GREVE
GREVETE, HUVETTE, LAMBREKIN, MANDIL, MITON, PAN, POURPOINT.
IV. Use or Purpose:
AREST, AVANTAILLE, AVANTAL, CONOISSANCE, COUVERTURE, COUVRE
CHIEF, DESSEIGNAL, ENARME, ENARMEURE, GARDEBRAS, GARDELE, LI-
GOTE, LUMIERE, PARECOUP, RET I EIJG, SECRETE, VENTAILLE, VIDAILLE.
V. Material:
AFEUTEURE, ALQUETON, BOUREL, CHAMOIS, CUIR, CUIRACE, CUIRACETE,
CUIRASSINS, CUIRIE, CUIRIER, EGIDFS, FAUTRE, HAIZ.














The remaining words whose etymologies are known are derived from
varied to
sources too^attempt any classification.
The material of the glossary has been arranged in the following
manner. First, the Old French word is given with its definition in

7French, followed by parentheses in which is indicated the dictionary
or dictionaries from which the word is taken, and the form under
which it is listed. If there is more than one dictionary in the pa-
rentheses, the fir^t mentioned is the one in which the French defini-
tion is found. Examples of the word as used in Old French are given
only in the case of rare or uncertain words. Next follows the ety-
mology, with reference to the various authorities, as listed in the
bibliography. These authorities include only dictionaries; time was
lacking for the study of recent articles in the periodicals. In
cases where the authorities are at variance, some of the more ac-
ceptable explanations are given. Little original work has been at-
tempted. Here and there a faulty or incomplete statement as to gen-
der, a very frequent mistake in Godefroy, has been corrected (See
BOUCLE, BOURGUIGNOTE, ESPLENTE, CANISE, CHEVECE) , and an occasional
suggestion is made when the word is not found in any of the etymo-
logical dictionaries. Suggestions of this kind may be found under
the words: BLOQUIER, CERCHE, CHANEL, COPPE, SNTREMAIGNE, ENTREMAIN,
ESSUC, FAUTRE, GAINTRE
,
GAUFFRAIN, GLAgON, HAIZ, HAMBERGE, HAUSSE-
RET, HOUSCOUT, EUISSE, MONGON, MORAILLE, MOURE, PALEDOS, PALET , TA-
j
VEL.
The present thesis is by no means a thorough Investigation of
the terminology of armor in Old French. It is merely the beginning
of a later and more exhaustive work, to be continued when more ex-
amples havs been collected, when all the important literature on
armor has been studied, and when access is had to the original manu-
scripts in the libraries and archives of Europe.

8GLOSSARY
ADOLS, adous, arraures (La Curne) . Plural of ADOUB(q.v.). La Curne,
however, derives the word from a( ad)+dos( dorsum) , but adds that
it may be a contraction from ADOUBEMENT ( q .v . )
•
ADOUB , adob , adub , ados , adoul , adol , adour , aldob , s .m
.
,vetement mili -
taire, arraure (Godefroy) . Verbal substantive ( Meyer -Lubke 159,
Korting 3121) from ADOUBER(q.v.)
.













arrae, equipe (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under 2 Adobare).
Derived from Old Norse dubba, Anglo-Saxon dubban(English dub)
,
to strike (Kfirting 3121; Diez p .6 , Addobbare ; Meyer-Ltibke 159).
From the act of "dubbing" a warrior , i .e
. ,
making him a knight,
the meaning was extended to the act of arming or equipping him




mettre(la lance) en arret (La Curne, Godefroy).




,afetreure ,affestreure ,affectrure ,afeuestrure ,afeu-
turre ,affesture ,afruture ,s .f
. ,
piece rembourree dont on garnis-
sait le dos ou quelque autre partie du corps (Godefroy) . De-




9AGROI ,agei ,agre ,argroi ,s .m. , armure (Godefroy, La Curne). From
Dutch gereide ,gerei (Diez 504,agres; Korting 4229; Meyer-Lubke
3739; Diet .Gen.under greer) . Same word as modern French agres,
m. plur
.
, the rigging of a ship. The same root is found also in
modern French arroi and corroi (Diet. Gen.). See also CONROI.
AGUICIER,v.a. , mettre la guiche a un ecu (Godefroy). A + guice,
variant of GUIGE(q.v.).
AGUT,s.m., pointe (Godefroy) : "Li agus de son elme fiert en l'erbe
menue . " (Rouro. d*Alix.) . Besides this example Godefroy gives on-
ly one other. In both AGUT designates part of a helmet, appa-
rently the pointed crest. Hence, the word probably does not
mean "point" in general, as Godefroy* s definition implies, but
is the technical name for the upper part of the helmet. From
Latin acutus
.
Ailete,s.f., appendice sur les e'paules dans les armures anciennes,
ailette (Godefroy ,Complement , also vol. 1, p. 188). Diminutive
of aile, wing, from Latin ala.
ALQUETON ,mod. hoqueton ,s .m. , sorte de corset bourre' sur lequel on
lacait le haubert (Godefroy , Complement ; La Curne under AUQUETON;
Du Cange under AUQUETONKUS) . Variants: aqueton ,aucton,auketon,
auqueton ,hauqueton,hoqueton, acotn ,anquetot ,alcoton,haucqueton,
hocqueton,hocton ,oqueton ,hoctons • From Arabic qo'ton, cotton,
preceded by the article al (Meyer-Lubke 6910; Korting 7600;
Diet. Gen. under Hoqueton). Cf. Spanish algodon, cotton.
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ANCIENS ,s .m, , sorte d' armure (Du Cange, Glossaire francais quoted
from Glossariura Latinura under Anclanus) : "Item uns anciens et
unes espauliers" (Ordinat. super Torneamentis a Cangio edita in
Dissert. 7 ad Joinvillam) . Apparently the same as the adjective
ancien (Vulgar Latin *anteianura according to the Diet, gen.),
though the semantic development is not clear.
ANCILE,s.m., bouclier que les Romains croyaient tombe' du ciel, et
a la possession duquel lis supposaient attachee la duree de
leur empire (Godefroy ,Complement ) • Latin anclle.
ANIME,anyme,8.f
.
, ancienne arme en fer, espece de cuirasse (Gode-
froy, La Curne) . La Curne suggests that this word is a cor-
ruption of LAMINE(q.v. ) , through transposition of m and n, and
loss of initial 1 through confusion with the article.
AREST ,s .m. ,mod . arret, piton faconne' et rive servant a fixer la
lance (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne under ARREST; Du Cange
under Arrestum) . Verbal substantive from arester, derived from




, armure (Godefroy, La Curne). Latin armatura.
ARME, s. f., armes, cotte d'armes (La Curne, Godefroy). Latin arma,
armorum
.
ARMEMENT ,s ,m. , armure (La Curne). Latin armamentura.
ARMERET ,s .m
. ,
espece d* armure de tete (La Curne, Godefroy). Either




ARMET ,s .m. , armure de tete (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne); armure
complete d*un chevalier (Godefroy,Complement ) • According to La
Curne, Dlez(p. 126, Elmo), and K6*rting(4536) , this word is de-
rived from Germanic helm (Cf. HEAUMET), through the influence
of ARME.
ARMETTE,8.m. , armure de tete (Godefroy), Feminine form of ARMET.
ARMEURE,mod. armure, s.f., ensemble des armes defensives qui pro-
tegent le corps (Godefroy, Complement ; La Curne). From Latin
armatura. Doublet of ARMATURE(q.v. ) •
ARMEURERIE,s.f
•







Curne under ATI) . In all of the three examples cited by Gode-
froy and La Curne the word seems to mean equipment, luggage,
rather than armor. Verbal substantive from ATILLIER(q.v. )
•
ATILLIER ,atilier ,att. ,v.r^f1. , se parer; en particulier, revetir
les diverses parties de 1* armure pour se preparer au combat
(Godefroy) • Meyer-Lubke (564) suggests as etymon #apticulare
(Latin aptus) ; Diez(p. 30, Attillare) suggests attitulare
(Latin titulus) ; Kfirting(775) suggests *aptillare (Latin aptus)
ATOUR,attour ,astour,ator,s.m. , armure (La Curne, Godefroy under
Ator). Modern French atour. From Latin tornus, turning lathe




partie saillante de la visiere d'un

12
bassinet (Godefroy) . Apparently a mistake for VENTAILLE(q.v.)
,
the a being prefixed through confusion with the feminine ar-
ticle, aided doubtless by the influence of avant, since it was
in front of the face that the VENTAILLE was worn. The same may
be said of AVANTAL(q.v. ) .
AVANTAL,aventail ,s .m.
,
partie saillante de la visiere d'un bassi-
net (Godefroy, Du Cange under Avent allies) . See AVANTAILLE.
AVANT -BRAS ,s,m. , armure qui couvrait l'avant-bras (La Curne, Gode-
froy, Du Cange under Antebrachia) • Etymon of English vambrace
(Skeat) • From Latin ab+ante and brachium.
BACHNIET pro bachinet (Du Cange under Bacinetus) . See BACINET.
BACIN,mod. bassln,s.m., sorte d* armure de tete, bassinet (Godefroy
La Curne, Du Gange under Bacinetum) . A word of doubtful origin.
The Diet, gen., Littre', and Diez (p. 34, Bacino) suggest Celtic
bac, a cavity. See also BACINET, BACINOT, and BACHNIET
,
BACINET ,bassinet ,bacenet ,bachinet ,bessenet ,bacynet ,bassingnet
,
bass ignet , mod. bassinet ,s.m. , calotte de fer qui se mettait
sous le casque (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne; Du Cange under
Bacinetum). Diminutive of BACIN(q.v.). See also BACINOT.
BACINOT ,s .m. , bassinet (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne under BACI-
NET). Derived from BACIN(q.v.). See also BACINET.
BAIGNERIE,s .f
.
, sorte d 1 armure (Godefroy, Du Cange under Balneria)
The sole example given in Godefroy and Du Cange indicates that
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an offensive, rather than a defensive, arm is meant. Apparently
derived from Latin balineum,balneum, though the semantic de-
velopment is not clear,
BARBIER,barber,s.m. , mentonniere (Godefroy, Du Cange under Barbe-
tus) • Derived from Latin barba.
BARBIERE,s ,f
.




., visiere d'un heaume (Gode-
froy, La Curne under BARBUE, Du Cange under Barbut a) . Derived
from Latin barba.
BARDE,s.f., armure de cheval (La Curne; Godefroy,Complement ) • Ac-
cording to Meyer-Lubke(955) the word is derived from Arabic
barda'ah, a leather covering for a horse (The Diet, g6n. and
Littre' give the Arabic word as bardahet) ; Kttrting suggests Old
Norse bardi, shield.
BARDER,v.a., couvrir de l'armure appelee bardes (Godefroy ,C ompla-




, armure en lames placee sur le poitrail d'un cheval




partie de l'arraure, celle qui couvre les fesses
(La Curne). Battre (Latin battuere ,batuere)+cul (Latin cuius).
BAVIERE,bavere,bauvere,baavere,s.f
. ,
piece de l'armure destined a
proteger le cou et le menton (Godefroy, La Curne). From bave,
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drivel, slaver, which, according to the Diet, gen., Littre,
Diez (p. 47, Bava) , and KOrting (1122), is a case of onomato-
poeia. English beaver, with the same meaning, is borrowed from
this Old French word (Skeat).
Benberge ,s .f
.
, arraure de la jambe(La Curne). This word is apparent
ly not justified, since no example is given in La Curne nor in
Du Cange under Bainberga, to which he refers. But see Quicherat
p. 115, where the word bambergues is used. Du Cange derives the
Latin Bainberga from German^beenberge (leg-protector).
BERRUIER,berruyer ,s .m. (Godefroy , Du Cange under Berroerii) . This
word seems to denote a sort of head armor in the following ex-
ample cited by Godefroy : "Pour ce faire est tenus de luy bailler
cote d*armes, cheval scuff is ant et harnoys , e'est assavoir
chappel de Montaubein, berruier, cappeline ou salade (Trait
e
des Tourn.). It apparently means armor of some sort in the fol-
lowing example cited by Du Cange: "Sspees
,
berruyers et autres
armeures ,etc"(Charta ann. 1412. in Reg. 166. Chart oph. reg. ch.
206). Derived from Berry, the French -c4£y>
BESAN,s.m., ouverture du heaume (Godefroy). Evidently the same
word as besant, a gold or silver coin, derived from Byzantium
(Diet. gen.)» These openings, doubtless in the visor of the
helmet, were apparently so named because they were round like
a besant.
BIAUME,s.m., heaume. Vraisemblablement il faut ecrire HIAUME dans
le passage suivant(La Curne):
T-'XUHrf
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Fer, ne fust, platine, n'escorce
Ne puet contre sea cops durer;
Et puet tant le BIAUME endurer,
Qu*a dormlr ne a sommeiller
Ne 11 covlent autre oreillier
.
(Fabl. ras . du R.).
BLASON ,blazon ,blezon,blacon,s .m.
,
ecu, bouclier (Godefroy, La
Curne, Du Cange under 1 Buccula) . According to La Curne, BLASON;
originally meant the heraldic device worn upon the shield and
later was extended to the shield itself. The word is of obscure
origin, Diez (p. 56, Blasone) suggests Anglo-Saxon blase (Eng.
blaze), Middle High German bias, burning torch, glow; Korting
(1460) suggests Old High German blass, whitish.
BLASONNER,v.a. , couvrir de l'ecu (Godefroy, Du Cange under Blazo-
nare) . Derived from BLAS0N(q.v.)
.
BLOQUIER ,blouquier ,s.m. , shield (Du Cange under Bloquerius) . Gode-
froy thinks this word means an offensive arm. It may be BOUCLIEF
(q.v.), with shifting of consonants. Cf. also PLOQUIER.
BOCE,bosse,s .f
.
, milieu eleve' du bouclier (Du Cange, Glossaire
francais, quoted fron the Glossarium Latinum under 1 Buccula;
La Curne). A word of doubtful origin. Diez (p. 62, Bozza) pro-
poses Old High German butze, lump, mass; Kdrting (1672) pro-
poses the Old High German verb bozan.
BOCETES ,s .f .plur
.
, ornement d'un casque (La Curne, cited from Du
Cange under Bacinetum) . Probably a diminutive of B0CE(q.v.).
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garni d'une boucle; s.m., boucle (Gode-
froy). From BOUCLE ( q.v. )
•
BOUCLE ,bocle ,bucle ,bloge ,blouques ,bougie ,bloucque ,s .ra.
,
partie
centrale d'un bouclier, bosse d'un bouclier (Godefroy,Comple-
ment; La Curne; Du Cange under 1 Buccula) . Derived from Latin
buccula, little cheek (Meyer-Liibke 1364; Dict.ge'n; Diez,p. 529,
Boucle) . Godefroy misstates the gender of this word. He cites
seven examples which show the gender. In six of these BOUCLE is
feminine; in only one it is masculine, La Curne states the
gender as feminine only. The correct statement, therefore,
should indicate both feminine and masculine.
BOUCLETE ,mod. bouclette ,s .f
. ,
petite boucle, bosse (Godefroy, Com-
plement; La Curne). Diminutive of BOUCLE(q.v.)
.
BOUCLIER ,bouqueler ,boucler ,bouclair ,blouquier ,blouglier ,boucher
,
s.ra., arme defensive ancienne que les gens de guerre portaient
au bras gauche et dont ils se servaient pour se couvrir le
corps (Godefroy, Complement ; La Curne). Derived from BOUCLE
(Diet, gen., Meyer-Lubke 1364). See BOUCLE.
BOUREL,borrel,bourreau,s .ra. , bourrelet que les chevaliers et
simples gentilshommes portaient sur leur casque; sorte d'arme
defensive (Godefroy). From Vulgar Latin burra, shear-wool,







casque fort le'ger , a l'usage de l'infan-
terie, et particulierement des piquiers (Godefroy, La Curne)
.
Modern French bourguignotte . Derived from Bourgogne , where the
helmet doubtless originated. The modern adjective is bourgui-
gnon. Godefroy is wrong in calling this word masculine. Of the
four examples which he quotes, only two show the gender, and in
both of these BOURGUIGNOTE if feminine. La Curne gives the gen-
der as feminine
.
BRACELET ,breicellet ,s .m. , armure qui sert a garantir le bras (Gode-
froy, Du Cange under Brachiale) . Diminutive of bras (Latin
brachium)
.
BRACIERE,brachiere ,raod. brassiere, garniture inteVieure placee
sous 1' armure pour la defense des bras, brassard (Godefroy ,Com-





partie de 1* armure qui recouvrait le
depuis le defaut du bas de la cuirasse, jusqu'a mi-cuisse (Gode-
froy ,Complement ; La Curne). Derived from Latin braca (Diet.gen.)
BRAJONNIEREjbragonniere ,s .f ., armure qui recouvrait le bras (Gode-
froy). This is evidently the same word as BRACONNIERE above,
and means armor for the thigh, not for the arm. The cedilla un-
der the c is not justified. The Diet. g&i. states that the pre-
servation of the hard c points to Italian origin.
BRAIEUL,-ueil ,-oeil ,-eul ,-uel ,-oel ,-ol ,breeuill,braieur ,s .m.
,
piece
de l'arraure descendant aux braies (Godefroy). Derived from Latin
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braca (Diez, p. 712, Braca) •
BRASSART ,bras sal, s .m.
,
pidce de l'arraure qui prot^geait le bras
( Godefroy,Complement ; La Curne under BRASSAL) • Derived from bras
(Latin brachium) . Cf. English bracer (New Oxford Dictionary).
BRAYE D'ACHIER inter arraa recensetur in Ordinat. MS. Caroli duels




espece d'armure impossible a determiner; ce mot ne
s'est rencontre* que dans un vers evidemment alteV6 ( Godefroy )
:
II prist un fauquillon qui fut an Lorabardie.
Sin la pris un bricuel qui fut an Hongherie. (Poe's, ms,
av. 1300, IV, 1366, Ars.) . La Curne, who writes the word BRICUEL
with hard c, gives the same example with the following defini-
tion: "Espece d'arme. Son usage est assez ineertain. Peut-Stre




, armure l£gere, corselet de lames de fer assemblies
(Godefroy,Complement ; La Curne; Du Cange under Brigandina and
Brigancii). Derived from brigand, in the sense of foot-soldier.
Brigand is borrowed from Italian brigante (Diet, g^n., Kdrting
1573) , which is derived from Gothic brikan, break, according to





syn. de brigandine (Godefroy ,Complement) . This is
the same word as BRIGANDINE, the t showing more direct Italian
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influence. La Curne simply calls the word a variant of BRIGANDIN3.
BROCHS,broque,broke ,broce,broiche,s .f
•
, broche point e . De la
ce mot, en particulisant son acception, a designe les pointes de
fer que l'on mettait aux ecus, a la tetieVe du cheval, etc. Les
gantelets en etaient aussi garnis (La Curne, Godefroy). Accord-
ing to K6rting(1582) and the Diet, gen., BROCHE is from a Celtic
root broce, pointed.
BROIGNE ,bronie ,brogne ,bronge ,brongne ,bruigne ,brugne ,broine ,bruine
,
broune,s.f., cuirasse, corselet (Godefroy, La Curne), From Old
Frankish brunnia (Meyer-Lubke 1339, K6rting 1599), or Gothic
brunjo, Old High German brunja, Old Norse brynja, from brinnan,
to burn, to shine (Diez, p. 534, Broigne).
BRONQUIER,s.m. , arraure de tdte (Godefroy) : "L*un tenoit une espee
toute nue en sa main avec un capel ou BRONQUIER" (1454, Arch. JJ
187, piece 210). Du Cange under 1 Broquerius gives the same ex-
ample, but defines the word as shield. Cf. BROQUEL. Godefroy is
probably right, since the word is used as the equivalent of




espece de bouclier (La Curne). This word is borrowed :
from the Spanish broquel, same meaning, derived from Vulgar
Latin buccularius, Classic Latin buccula (Diccionario de la
Real Academia Espanola, 1914). Cf. BOUCLISR.
BRYN,s.m., casque. Vieux mot saxonCLa Curne). La Curne ^that this
word is found in Borel under Brume', but it could not be found in
the edition of 1882.
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BUFFE,s.f., piece d'habillement de l'homme d'armes, partie du
casque qui couvrait les Joues (Godefroy, Du Cange under Buffa)
.
From the root buff, an onomatopoetic word (Meyer-Lubke 1373,
Kbrting 1629).
BUHOTE, s.f., sorte de plastron, peut-etre la quintaine, le faquin
contre lequel on portoit les coups de lance ou autres coups,
dans les jeux d'exereice (La Curne).
BURQUE,s.f., sorte d'armure. La raeme que Brigandine ci-dessus, sui
vant La Roque, de 1' Arriere-ban, chap. V. Ce mot ne se trouve
point ailleurs; peut-etre est-ce une faute pour Broigne, c'est-




espece de casque sans crete ,gorgerin ni visiere
(Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne). The Diet. gen. explains the
origin of this word as follows : "Derive de cabas (suffixe fran-
cais et) a cause de la ressemblance du cabasset et du cabas
(panier de jonc)". Cabas ibid, is explained as follows : "Eraprun-
te" du provencal cabas ,m.s., qui se trouve sous la forme latini-
se'e cabatium, dans un texte de 1243 (V.Du Cange). Cabas paralt
de'rive' du latin capacem, par le bas latin *capaceum, propt. ce
qui contient" . Scheler also explains the word as derived ulti-
mately from Latin capere. Menage proposes Latin caput as the
origin of CABASSET.
CAMAIL,s.m., au moyen-age, armure de tete formee d'une calotte de
fer a laquelle se rattachait un tissu de mailles protegeant le
cou et les epaules (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne; Du Cange un-
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der Camelaucura) .Derived from caput+macula "mail for the head"
(Meyer-Lubke 1668, Diet, gen., Littre)
.
CAMOIS,aubst . masc. plur., mailles d*une cotte d'armes (La Curne).
Probably the same word as CAMAIL(q.v. )
•
CANISE,canisse ,quanise ,quenie ,quanie,s .f
•
, cotte d'armes. Le mot
semble originairement le meme que ceux de Camise et Cainse (La
Curne). Both Camise and Cainse are from Latin camisla (Kttrting
1789, Meyer-Lubke 1550). In a note La Curne adds: "Dans les ex-
emples cite's le point est mal place"; il faut lire Cainse au lieu
Canise
de A(N.E.). La Curne is mistaken in regard to the gender of this
word. Two of the examples given show that the word is masculine,
one shows feminine gender, while the remaining example does not
reveal the gender. A more correct statement, therefore, would
give the gender as masculine and feminine. See CHEMISE,
CANON, s.m., partie de 1' armure . La partle supe>ieure du garde-
bras, dans l'ancienne armure se nommoit canon. C'e'toit en effet
une espece de tuyau (La Curne). From Italian cannone, augmenta-
tive of canna, tube, reed, from Latin canna (Diet. g£n. ,K6rting
1844).
CAP,s.m., armure de t£te (La Curne). From Latin caput (Meyer-Lubke





capeline, court e cotte de mailles (Godefroy). Same






partie du haubert qui enveloppait
la tete sou3 le casque (Godefroy). For etymology see CAPELINE*
CAPELINE ,capelinne ,cappeline ,chappeline ,cappeligne ,s .f • , armure de
tete ( Godefroy ^Complement ; La Curne; Du Cange under 3 Capellina)
"Emprunte du provencal capelina ,m.s
.
, derive de capel, chapeau"
(Diet, gen,). Capel is from Vulgar Latin cappa (Korting 1885),
of uncertain origin. Isidore of Seville derives it from latin
capere
:
M Capa, quia quasi totum capiat hominem" (See Diez, p. 86,
Cappa)
•
CARCAN ,carquan,karkan ,quarquan , charchant ,chargant ,s .m. , collier de
fer--espece d'armure (La Curne). From Old Norse kverk,querk,
throat, neck (Diez, p. 539, Carcan; Korting 5343 and 7661), or
Old High German querca, neck (Diet. gen.). Manage suggests Greek
Ko^WvfoS
,
tongs. Raynouard suggests Latin career.
CARNE,s.m., visiere (Godefroy). Not given in any of the etymologi-
cal dictionaries under the meaning of armor. It is doubtless a
special application of Old French carne meaning hinge (See this
word in Godefroy), from Latin cardo ,cardinis , whence Modern
French charniere. Inasmuch as the visor of a helmet operates
like a hinge, it may have been called a hinge itself.
CARNET,s.m., dirain. de carne, visiere (Godefroy). See CARNE.
CARQUAIS ,carquois , sorte d'armure (Du Cange, Glossaire francais).
The following is the example quoted from the Glossarium under
Gambeso:
Plusours ourent vestus hambeis,
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Cojures ont chaint et CARQUAIS, etc.
The definition in the Glossaire francais is probably false. CAR-
QUAIS means quiver, rather than armor, Cf . Godefroy under Car-
quais and La Curne under Carcas, where the same example is given,
Derived from Greek to^*£<S"\&>i , of Persian origin (Diet. gen,).
CASQUE, s.m., armure de tete (Godefroy ,Complement ) • Borrowed from
Spanish casco, same meaning (Diet. ge'n.). Casco is derived from
#quassicare , an intensive from Classic Latin quatere, 4?r#ak -
(Diccionario de la Real Academia Espanola, Meyer-Lubke 6941,
Kttrting 7643) • Casco means that which is broken, a potsherd;
later it was applied to the head (Cf. tete from testa), and
finally to that which protected the head, namely, the helmet.
CASQUET ,s.m.
,
casque (La Curne). Diminutive of CASQUE(q.v. )
.
CASSE,s.f., partie du haubert . La partie creuse du haubert qui em-
boitoit l'epaule se nommoit casse parce que e'e'toit une sorte
de caisse ou boite qi/d enfermoit cette partie du corps (La
Curne). "Emprunte de l'italien cassa,m.s., qui correspond au
francais caisse ou ch&sse (Diet. ge'n.). From Latin capsa (Meyer-
Ltibke 1658; Diet. gen. under Caisse; Kfirting 1896; ;Diez, p. 91,
Cassa)
•
CATAPHRACTE,s .m. , armure qui couvrait le corps tout entier (Gode-
froy ,Complement) . Borrowed from Greek ^(xT&^W^ cuirass^, from
KaTcx-v^iitftvV i cover, adorn (Littre).
CERCHE,s.m,, cercle, cerceau partie superieure du heaume (La




CERCLE,cherchle ,cecle ,sercle ,cerque ,celole ,cheicle ,checle , secle, so-
cle ,sicle,s .m.
,
partie du heaume (La Curne). From Latin circulus
circle (Meyer-Lubke 1947, Diet. gen.). Although Godefroy (Vol.11
and Complement) does not define CERCLE as armor, all of the
three examples in Vol.11, and many of those in the Complement,
show that it is the technical name for a part of the helmet.
CERCLOIE,carcloie,s.f
•
, sorte de tortue dont se couvraient les com-
battants (Godefroy). Derived from CERCLE(q.v. )
.
CERNELIERE ,s *f • C'est line faute pour Cerveliere, armure de tete
(La Curne). See CERVELIERE. But cf. Du Cange under Cernea.
CERVELIER,s .m.
,
espece de calotte pour garantir la t6te, heaume,
casque ouvert (Godefroy). From cervel, brain (Latin cerebellum).
CERVELIERE ,cherv. ,-elliere ,-eilliere ,-ire ,serv. ,crev. , s .f
.
, comme
Cervelier (Godefroy, La Curne under Cerveliere and Cervelliere,
Du Cange under Cervellerium) . See CERVELIER.
CETRA,s.m., bouclier de peau, de cuir (La Curne). Latin cetra.
CHAMOIS ,camo is ,s .m.
,
peut-etre la partie de la lance ou du bouclier
garnie de peau qui se tenait a la main (Godefroy)
. From Old High
German gamuz (Modern German Gemse), goat (Diet, gen., Littre,
Kdrting 4148, Scheler) . Diez (p. 82, Camozza) suggests Celtic
cam, crooked, i.e., "the beast with the crooked horns". The ar-




CHANEL ,s .m. , sorte d'arme (Godefroy)
:
Et d'autres compaignons y ot un grant trope
1
Qui bien furent arrae d'auberq et de CHANEL (Restor du
Paon, ms. Rouen). From the above example, the only one with this
meaning that could be found in the dictionaries, it is evident
that CHANEL designates a kind of armor. Perhaps it is derived




piece de fer qui couvrait le devant de la tete d*un
cheval arme" (Godefroy ,Complement) . English chamfron or chamfrein
Of uncertain origin according to the Diet, gen., Meyer-Lubke
1565, and Scheler. According to Manage, Littre, and Kfirting
1808, it is from Latin camus, muzzle, halter (Greek w^'s ) +
Latin frenum, bit, bridle. The union of these two words of kin-
dred meaning is explained by Littre" as follows : "Sorte de redu-
plication oil un mot moins connu est determine et explique' par
un mot plus connu". Meyer-Lubke objects to this etymology on
the ground that camus would have given chaim. However, the com-
pound *camufrenum would have given scamfrenum, thus closing the
syllable, and producing cham instead of chaim.
CHANTEL,-eaul,cantel,quantel,kantel,-iel,cante, jantel,s .m. , coin
(Godefroy, La Curne) . This word refers to armor only in the ex-
pression "l'escu en chantel", explained by Godefroy as follows:
"L'ecu de cote', sur le bras gauche, et non pas sur la poitrine,
comme au moment de ferir de la lance." Derived from Latin can-
thus (Greek va^o^ ), corner (Diet, gen., Meyer-Lubke 1616).
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K8rting(1779) proposes the Celtic stem camb-, crooked.
CHANTELE,cantele ,s .f
.
, comrae chantel, cdte (Godefroy) : "A itant vait
vers 11 sun escu a CANTELE" (Horn, 3310, Michel.). Feminine form
of CHANTEL(q.v.)
.
CHAPEAU, chapel, chappeau ,capel ,cappel (La Curne, Du Cange under
Capellus ferreus) . Used in the expression "CHAPEAU DE FER". From
Late Latin cappa. See CAPELINE.





partie de l'armure (La Curne). Evidently so called
because it operated like a hinge. From Vulgar Latin *cardinaria
(Classic Latin cardo,cardinis) , hinge . Perhaps it was a part of
the visor. Cf . CARNE.
CHASSIES ,s .f .plur
. ,
chausses, cuissards (La Curne) : "Doivent avoir
les CHASSIES de fer chaucees (As. de Jerus
. , p. 82). Derived
from CHAUSSE(q.v.)
.
CHAUSSE ,chaulse ,chauce ,chauche ,cauche ,causse ,cauce ,s .f
.
, armure
(La Curne, Du Cange under Calcia) . Derived from Latin calx,cal-
cis, heel.
CHEMISE DE MAILLE,s.f. , cotte forraee d'annelets d'acier (Godefroy,
Complement; La Curne; Du Cange under Camisia) . From camisia, a
late Latin word of doubtful origin (Diet. gen.). Meyer-Ltlbke
(1550) says it is Celtic; K6rting(1789) says it is Germanic.
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CHSVECE,-esce ,-eche ,-esche ,cav. ,kav. ,cev. ,quev. ,kev. ,quevaiche ,s .f
.
partie du casque qui entourait la tete (Godefroy, Du Cange under
Capitium). Cf . Modern French chevet. From Latin capitiura, from
caput (Meyer-Lubke 1637, Kfirting 1877). Although Godefroy calls
this word feminine, four of the five examples which he cites
show that it is masculine, while it is feminine only in the
fifth. A more correct statement, therefore, should indicate both
genders
•
CICLEIS? (Godefroy) . This word, which in Godefroy is followed by a
question mark, may be the name of a piece of armor. The follow-
ing is the only example given:
Grant colp li done sur sun escu de peiz
,
Ultre l'en passe l'ensenne de CICLEIS (0tinel,826, A. P.).
Perhaps CICLEIS is a mistake for CERCLE(q.v. )
.
CIMIER,s.m., ornement le plus souvent garni d'aigrettes qui forme
la cime du casque, et surmonte la partie qui recouvre la tete
(Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne) . From Old French cime, top, sum-
mit, which is derived from Vulgar ^ cima, from Greek (Meyer
-
Ltlbke 2438, Diet. gen.).
CLAVAIN,-eln,-in,s .m.
,
plastron, matelas de cuirasse; le vetement
de mailles qui couvrait la tete, les epaules et le haut du dos;
adj., garni d'un clavain, d'un plastron (Godefroy, La Curne).
Apparently derived from Latin clavus, nail. See CLAVEL and CLA-
VIERE.
CLAVEL, -eau, s .m. , anneau du haubert (Godefroy, La Curne under Note)
4
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Diminutive of Latin clavus, nail.
CLAVELE,s.f
.
, anneau du haubert (Godefroy). Feminine form of CLAVEL
CLAVIERE,clavere ,s .f
• ,
plastron, matelas de cuirasse (Godefroy).
Derived from Latin clavus, nail. See CLAVAIN ,CLAVEL,CLAVELE.
CLICHET ,cliquet ,mod. cliquet ,s .m.
,
partie de l'armure (Godefroy,
Complement). From cliquer, to make a noise, probably a case of
onomatopoeia (Diet, g6n., Littre') .
CLINE,s.m., partie de l'arraure. II faut peut-etre lire clavin (La
Curne) . See CLAVAIN.
CL0S,s.m., une partie du bouclier, peut-etre l*anse, la boucle,
dans Percef^Vol. I ,fol .25) : "II arrachoit les escus des clos et
ostoit heaulmes des testes, etc." Peut-etre ce q'on appeloit
clos dans les armures , etoit-il des especes de clous, car ce
raeme mot signifioit clou, comme nous l'avons deja dit, au mot
clau. De la on lit dans S.Bern. Serm. fr. MSS. p. 209, clos
pour clous, dans le latin clavi. On disoit clos,cloux pour de-
signer les clous de girofle (La Curne).
CLOSURE, clousure, clausure,closuire, clousuire, s.f
.
, attache du
haubert (Godefroy). Derived from clos, the past participle of
clore (Latin claudere)
.
COIFS, quafe ,coive ,cuiffe ,queffe ,coeffe ,coiffe ,coyffe ,mod. coiffe
,
s.f., capuchon de mailles (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne; Du
Cange under Cbifeta) . From Late Latin cofea, probably of Ger-
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manic origin (Korting 5339, Diet. gen,). Cf. German Kopf.
COIFFETTE,s.f
. ,
petite coiffe. La COIFFSTTE D'ACIER 6tait une ar-
mure de tete (La Curne
,
Godefroy under COIFFETE, Du Cange under
Coifete and Copha) . Diminutive of COIFE(q.v.).
COIFISRE ,s.f
.
, arraure pour garantir la tete (Godefroy). Derived
from C0IFE(q.v. )
.
COLIER,s.m., armor for the neck (Du Cange under Coleria, La Curne
under COLLIER). Derived from Latin collarium, from collura,neck.
COLIERE,s .f
. ,
poitrail de fer pour le cheval (La Curne; Du Cange,
Glossaire francais, under 2 Colier) . Feminine form of COLIER(q.v
COLLERETTE,colerette,s .f
.
, faux camail de mailles (La Curne). De-





qualifiant uneA accessoire de l'armement (Godefroy)




piece accessoire de l'armement (Godefroy ) :"Six
armettes et quatre CONDUCTIERES" ( 1530 , Inv. de l'armurerie du
due de Lorraine) . From conductum, past participle of the Latin
verb conducere.















,connex. ,cognoseance ,s .f
.
,
figures symboliques ou autres qui 6taient peintes sur l'e'cu, et
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qui, servant a faire reconnaitre les chevaliers masque's par la
visiere de leur heaurae, devinrent plus tard les arraoiries (Gode-
froy, La Curne under C0NGN0ISSANCE, Du Cange under Cognitiones )
•
From the present participle of conoistre (Latin cognoscere),
CONROI ,conroy ,conrroi ,conrei ,cunroit ,cunrei ,cunreid ,corroi ,corol
,
courroy ,s ,m. , tout l'attirail militaire (Godefroy, La Curne un-
der CONREIZ). Derived from Latin cum+sorae root of uncertain
origin, K6rting(7858) suggests Gothic *reds, substantive from
redan, or the Celtic stem red- ,*reidho- , mafee ready. Modern
French corroi. See also AGROI.
CONTRECUREE ,s ,f
• ,
partie d'une armure.(La Curne, Du Cange under
Corata), Contre (Latin contra )+coeur (Latin cor)+suffix ^e(ata),
C0NTREP0INTE,s ,f
. ,
partie de l'arraure, C'^toit une espece de cami-
sole piqu^e garnie de coton ou autre matiere, que l'on mettoit
dessous la cuirasse ou la cofcte de maille (La Curne, Du Cange
under Alberc and Gambeso), From coute pointe (culcita punctaz
quilted blanket), by popular etymology (Diet, g£n
.
, Kort ing 2657)
C0PPE,s.ra,, partie du bassinet ,cimier (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange
under Coppa) • Perhaps the same word as Modern French coupe (La-
tin cuppa, variant of cupa) , the upper part of the helmet being
so named on account of its shape. Cf • North Italian coppa, the
back part of the head, and Spanish copa, the crown of a hat.
CORSELET ,corcelet ,courselet , corset ,s ,m,
,
petit corps de cuirasse
(Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne; Du Cange under Corsetus). From

corps (Latin corpus )+suffix et, reinforced by 1.





cotte, en particulier, cottes. d'armes
(Godefroy). Derived from COTTE (q.v.).
COTTE, cote, coste , coute ,coite
,
quote, cot ,cost ,s.f., cotte de mailles,;
cotte de fer, tunique faite d'un reseau de mailles de fer entre-
laches (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne under COTTE and COTTES-
D'ARMES). A word of Germanic origin (Diet. g£n.). Meyer-Lubke
(4747) proposes Franki3h kotta, cloak; Kfirting proposes Ger-
manic *kotta(01d High German chozza) . French cotte gives Eng>
coat (Skeat )
•
COUTE, s.f., arraure servant a prote'ger les coudes (Godefroy ): "Faire
et forger la garnison de garde bras, avant bras, COUTES, cuisses,
greves, poulains, et soulers" (1352 Compt. de La Font.). Gode-
|
froy, who gives only the above example, is perhaps mistaken in
this word. COUTE is probably the same word as COTTE above (La
Curne gives it as one of the variants of COTTE) , rather than a
derivative of Latin cubitus.
COUVERTURE ,s .f
.
, cotte d'armes (La Curne). From couvert, past par-
ticiple of couvrir (Latin co-operire).
COUVRE CHIEF, s.m., lambrequin du bassinet (Godefroy , Complement )
.
Couvrir (Latin co-operire )+chief (Latin caput).
CRANEQUIN ,crenequin ,orennequin , carnequin , -quyn , -quing ,grenequin
,
s.m., sorte d'armure de tete que portaient les archers a cheval
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(Godefroy) : "Coppiaux de fer et CRENNEQUINS" (Prinse de Constant.,
ms. Cambrai 1000, XVe s.). CRENNEQUIN in this example, the only
one given in Godefroy, is perhaps a crossbow whose string was
drawn into place by placing the foot upon it (arbalete a pied).
This was the ordinary meaning of the word in Old French. De-
rived from Dutch kraneke (Meyer-Lubke 4757) , or from Low German I
kraeneke, crane (Diet. gen.K Cf. Modern German Kranich.
CRESTE,mod. cr&te,s.f. t partie saillante qui surraonte un casque
(Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne). From Latin crista, cock*s comb,!
plume of a helmet.
CROISANT , croissant ,s .m.
,
partie de la cuirasse (La Curne). Present
participle of croiser(from Latin crux), or croistre( crescere)
•








partie d'un armet . Ce mot a signifie' la partie de
l'armet ou d'un casque, la partie supeYieure qui €toit en forme
de croix (La Curne). Substantive from the past participle of
croiser (from Latin crux, cross).
CROUPIERE, couverture de fer ou de drap qui protege la partie de
derriere du cheval (Du Cange, Glossaire francais). Derived from
croupe, rump, from a Germanic root kruppa (Diet. g6n., Meyer-
Lubke 4787).
CUIR,s.m., armes defensives (La Curne; Godefroy , Complement ) . Fre-
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quently found in the expression" cuir bolis"(cuir bouilli), a
cheap kind of armor, made from toughened leather steamed into
shape. From Latin corium, leather.
CUIRACE,cuirache ,curache ,curesse ,mod. cuirasse,s.f
.
, arme defensive
de cuir, de metal, enveloppant et prote'geant la poitrine et le












, ancienne armure en forme de cotte de
raailles (Godefroy, La Curne under CUIRACETE ) • Derived from
CUIRACE(q.v.)
.
CUIRIE ,cuiree ,qulree ,cuyree ,cuiriee ,curiee ,cuyrie ,quirie , curie
,
querie ,guirie ,s .f
.
, morceau de cuir qu'on portait par-dessus
l'armure, cuirasse (Godefroy, La Curne under CUIRIE and QUIREE).
Derived from CUIR(q.v.).
CUIRIER,s .m. , armure de cuir (La Curne). Derived from CUIR(q.v.)
CUISSARTS ,s .m.plur
•
, armures des cuisses (La Curne, Du Cange under
Cuisetus). From cuisse (Latin coxa).
CUISSEL,quissel ,cuissal ,cuisiaux,s .m.
,
partie de l'armure qui pro-
tege les cuisses (Godefroy, La Curne under QUISSEUS). Derived
from cuisse (Latin coxa).
CUISSIERE,s .f
. ,
partie de l'armure qui protege les cuisses (Gode-
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froy) • From cuisse (Latin coxa)
.
CUISSOT ,cuissotz ,s .m.
,
partie de l'armure qui protege les cuisses




a double tissu de raailles (Godefroy). Another form
of DOUBLENTIN(q.v. ) . Perhaps deble- is a miswriting for doble-.
DENTIER ,s .ra.
,
partie du heaume. La partie du heaume ou du casque
qui couvre la bouche (La Curne). From dent, tooth (Latin dentem )
.
DESBARDER ,v.a. , 6ter la barde, l'armure d'acier ou de fer dont les
cheveaux etoient couverts pour les garantir contre les coups
d'armes offensives (La Curne), Des- (Latin dis- )+BARDE ( q .v. )
•
DESBARRER ,desbarer ,desbairer ,debarrer ,v.a. , faire sauter la barre
d'un heaume; briser les barres qui retenaient les diverses
pieces de l'e'cu (Godefroy, La Curne). Des- (Latin dis-)4barre,
a word of obscure origin.
DESHAUBERGIER ,deshaubregier ,v .a
. ,
depouiller du haubert , de la
cotte de mailles , de'sarmer (Godefroy, La Curne). Des-(Latin
dis - )+HAUBERGIER(q.v. )
•
DESHEAUMER ,deshiaumer ,deshyaumer ,desheaulmer ,deshaulraer ,deshealmer
,
deheaumer ,v.a. , desarmer du heaume (Godefroy, La Curne under
DESHAULMER). Des- (Latin dis-)+HEAUMER(q.v. )
.
DESMAILLIER , -mailier , -maeller , -maeler , -mailer , -mauler , v .a.
,
rompre




DESMARGIER , v ,a
,
, rime pour desmaillier, rorapre les mailles (.Godefroy
)
Monjoiei escrient le hoirs du fier lignage,
Le convers fiert un roy, Butor l'aigage
De son espee sur la fleurie targe
Que il li fent et l'aubert li DESMARGE • (Herb . Leduc . Foulq
de Cand. p. 114, Tarbe*)
.
DESMARRIR , v . a
. ,
rompre les mailles (Godefroy):
La veissies haubers derorapre et DESMARRIR
Espees et coutiaus et faucons ressortir (Restor du Paon,
ms. Rouen, fol 109 re )
.
DESSEIGNAL,s .m. , armoirie (Godefroy). De+signum+ending al.
DEVANT BRAS,s.m., brassart (La Curne , Du Cange under Danantbras).
Devant (de+vant, mistaken for the root of avant , from ab+ante)+
bras (Latin brachium) . Cf. AVANT -BRAS.
D0S,s.m., armor which covered the back (Du Cange under 3 dorsum).
From Latin dorsum, back.
DOSSIERS, s .f
•
, le dos d'une cuirasse (La Curne). Derived from dos
(Latin dorsum)
•
DOUBLENTIN , -antin ,doblent in ,doblantin ,doubletin ,doublat in,dopletin
,
adj., a double tissu de mailles, comme Doublier (Godefroy, La
Curne). From double (Latin duplum) . See also DEBLEKIN.
DOUBLET ,s .m. , sorte de vehement fourre', chemise, et quelquefois





, sorte d'armure (La Curne). Feminine form of DOUB-
LET (q.v. )
.
DOUBLIER ,doblier ,dublier ,doubler ,dobleir ,dobler ,adj
.
, double , dou-
ble* . II se disait particulierement d'un haubert a double





, a double tissu de mailles (Godefroy). From double
(Latin duplum)
.
DUBLENCON,s.m. , double tissu de mailles ? (Godefroy) : "L'escu traist
devant sei, fort fu li DUBLENCON (Horn ,1514 ,Michel .)
.
EGIDE,s.f., bouclier de Pallas, couvert de la peau de la chevre
( Godefroy ,Complement ) . Latin aegis, aegis, from Greek a'tys
,
aiytfros , from ajj , aiyos, goat.
EMBACINE* ,adj
.
, arme d'un bacinet (La Curne). Past participle of
EMBACINER(q.v.)
.
EMPAVESCHER ,v.a. , armer d'un pavois (La Curne). Em (Latin in)*
PAVESCHE (See this word under PAVAIL).
EMPEESCHANZ ,adj
.
, defensive. Used in the expression "armes empees-
I
chanz" (La Curne; Du Cange, Glossaire franpais, under SMPEESCHER
}




ENARME ,ennarme ,anarme ,esnarrae ,s .f
.
, courroie qui servait a passer
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le bras pour tenir le bouclier dans l'attente du combat (Gode-
froy, La Curne , Du Cange under Inarmare and 3 Giga) . From Latin
in + arma (Kttrting 4812).
ENARMER ,v.a.
,
garnir un 6cu des courroies qui servaient a le sus-
pendre au col, ou a l'attacher aux bras; passer le bras dans les
courroies d'un bouclier; v.reTl., saisir son bouclier, se pre-
parer au combat; ENARME, part, passe" et adj., muni de l'enarme
(Godefroy, La Curne under ENARME). From ENARME (q. v. )
.
ENARMEURE ,-mure ,s .f
.
, courroie qui servait a passer le bras pour
tenir le bouclier dans l'attente du combat (Godefroy, La Curne).
From ENARME(q.v. )
.
ENBRACHIER ,embracier ,embrachier ,v.a.
,
passer son bras dans les
enarmes de l'£cu (La Curne, Godefroy under EMBRACIER) • En (Latin
in)+bras (Latin brachiura)
.
ENCAMALLIE, hamulis et maculis contextus (Du Cange under Camelau-
cum):"Guy de Hotetot, dit Porquet
,
chevalier, estoit arrae'
d'un habergeon d'acier, d'un palet ENCAMALLIE, sur sa teste,
ses mains en ses gantelez ,etc ." (Lit . remiss, ann. 1382.). EN-
CAMALLIE probably means "provided with a camail" , rather than
"woven out of hooks and mail", as Du Cange defines it. Derived




, couvert d'un clavain, d'un plastron, d'un raatelas




ENGUICHEURE ,-guischeure ,s .f
.
, courroie plus ou moins ornee par la-
quelle le bouclier se suspendait au cou, anse d'un bouclier
(Godefroy). Sn (Latin in)+#guicheure , derivative from guiche,
variant of GUIGE(q.v.),
ENGUICHIE,enguigie',enguygie'',part . passe", garni d'une guiche ou
guige (Godefroy). From the verb *enguichier , derived from en+
guiche, variant of GUIGE(q.v.).
ENHEAULME^ad j . , arme' d'un heaume (La Curne , Godefroy under SNHEAU-
MER). En + HEAUME (q.v.) .
ENHEAUMER ,enhyaumer ,enheaulmer ,v.a. , armer d'un casque (Godefroy,






garniture de raailles (Godefroy). Derived




, ouverture du casque (Godefroy). From the verb
entaillier=en (Latin in)+taillier , from Vulgar Latin taliare,
derived from talia (Classic Latin talea z a young shoot, cuttin




Des escus tranchent cuir et es
Fausent habers par ENTREMAIGNE
D'abatus cuevrent la champaine (Athis)
.





partie d'une armure (Godefroy, La Curne under ENTE-
MAINS, Du Cange under Gambeso) . Apparently entre (Latin inter )+
main (Latin manura)
,
though the meaning is not clear. La Curne
wrongly considers ENTREMAINS as masculine singular, quoting the
same example as Godefroy and Du Cange: "Que nul doresnavant ne
puist faire cote gamboisiee ou 11 n'ait .III. livres de coton
tout net, se elles ne sont faites enfremes; et au dessous soient,
faites ENTREMAINS, et que il y ait un ply de vieil linge inprez
l'endroit de demie aulne et demy quart ier devant et autant der-
riere"(Statuts de 1296). See also ENTREMAIGNE.
ESCAILLE,eschaille ,mod. ecaille ,s .f
.
, chacune des plaques de metal
dont l'ensemble sert a former certaines armures defensives (Gode^j-
froy) ; cuirasse (La Curne); militare capitis tegmentum, quod
velut squamis elaboratum esset (Du Cange under Scalia) . Perhaps
the word has all of these meanings. Derived from Gothic skalja,
j
scale (Meyer-Lubke 7971, Diet. ge'n. under Ecaille, Korting 8763)
ESCREVICE,-isse ,s.f
.
, cuirasse formee d'e'cailles (Godefroy, La
Curne, Du Cange under 4 Cancer). Derived from Old High German
krebiz, crab (Modern German Krebs) , with unexplained prefix
(Diet, ge^n., Meyer-Lubke 4768, Korting 5324). Littre' gives Old
High German schrepiz. See also the shorter form CREVISSE.
ESCU,mod. e'eu, s.m., bouclier triangulaire ou quadrangulaire que





e'pauliere (Godefroy). Derived from Latin spatula*
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the suffix -asse( -acea) . See also ESPAULIERE.
ESPAULIER ,espaullier ,espauler ,s ,m.
,
partie de l'armure qui d^fendai
l'e'paule (Godefroy). Derived from espaule. See ESPAULIERE.
ESPAULIERE,espaliere ,espaulliere ,s .f
. ,
partie de l'armure qui de'-
fendait l'e'paule (Godefroy, La Curne under ESPAULIERE and ES-
PALIERES, Du Cange under Spallarium) . Derived from espaule,




, lame (Godefroy). The following are the only examples
given by Godefroy, and in each case ESPLENTE refers to armor:
Mult estoit Colebrant corsu,
Un hauberc avoit vestu,
N'ert pas hauberc maile
Tut autrement fu forge*;
De gros ESPLENT ES de asser
Jointz erent pour son corps garder
Et devant et derere
Jointz erent d' ESPLENT ES d'assere,
Le cors coverent en bras et poigns
.
Chauces out de mal fason,
Ke n'i out si ESPLENTE non (Gui de Warwick)
.
The first example is masculine, as shown by the modifying ad-
jectives. The other two do not show the gender. It would be more
correct, therefore, to give the gender as masculine. This word
seems not to have survived in Modern French, and is found in
none of the Romance etymological dictionaries. Skeat connects it
with










Quand j'ay affuble mon heaulme
Et qu'on me frotte ung peu l'ESSUC,
Je suis pour faire barbe au due (Myst. de la Pass.).
This word may be a corruption of ESCU, by shifting of c and u.
FAUDE,faulte,falte,fade,s.f
.
, lames d- fer articule'es, jupon de
mailles destine" a garantir la partie infdrieure du buste de
l'homme d'arraes, sans g§ner les mouvements du corps (Godefroy,
La Curne, Du Cange under Faldao and Falda) . From Germanic faldo
(Meyer-Lubke 3162), falda (Kttrting 3596), a fold, Modern German
Falte; Old High German fait, Anglo-Saxon feald (Diez, p. 132,
Falda)
.
FAUTRE, faultre,faltre,fatre ,feutre ,feltre ,s .m. , arret fixe au
plastron de fer pour recevoir le bois de la l?^nce lorsqu'on
chargeait a cheval (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under Fautrum
and Feltrum) . From Germanic -*filtur (Meyer-Lubke 3305) or filt
(Kfirting 3760), felt. The lance-rest in Modern French is called
f aucre ou faulcre (Llttre and Larousse) , which Llttre derives
from Latin fulcrum. As far as could be ascertained, no such
form with c existed in Old French. The modern word may be the
result of a mistaken opinion concerning the the origin of FAUTRE.
FERARMER(SE) ,v.ref1
.
, se revetir d'une armure de fer; FERARME ,part
•
passe, revetu d'une armure de fer (Godefroy). From fer (Latin
ferrum)+armer (Latin armare)
.
FERVESTIR ,f iervestir ,v.a. , habiller de fer, couvrir de fer; v.refl.,
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s'habiller de fer; FSRVSSTI ,FERVESTU, part .passe, couvert de fer
(Godefroy, La Curne). From fer (Latin ferrum )+ vest ir (Latin ves
tire)
.
FLANCART ,flancard,flancar ,s .ra. , pans de fer decoupes qui d^fend-
aient le dehors de la cuisse; armure prot^geant les flanes du
cheval de bataille (Godefroy, La Curne under FLANCAR). From
flanc, side, flank, of uncertain origin. Diez (p. 137, Fianco)
derives it from Latin flaccus -a -urn, soft , weak, flabby, with in
sertion of n (as in jongleur from joculator)
,
believing that
flanc first meant the soft, fleshy part of an animal just below
its ribs, and was later extended to mean "side" in general;
K8rting(3804) prefers the Germanic adjective hlank, thin, nar-
row. Littre also thinks the Germanic origin more probable.
FLANCHERIE,s .f
. ,
piece de la housse qui couvrait les flanes d'un
cheval de guerre (Godefroy). From flanc. See FLANCART.
FLANCHIERE,flanchere ,s .f
. ,
piece de la housse qui couvrait les
flanes du cheval de guerre (Godefroy, La Curne under FLANCHERE,
Du Cange under Flanchus and Armatura). From flanc. See FLANCART.
FOURNIMENT ,fur
.
,fournement ,fornement ,s .m
. ,
habillement, armure (La
Curne, Godefroy under FORNEMENT) • Derived from foumiri to fur-
nish, from Germanic frumjan, to produce, to furnish (Diet, gen.,
Meyer-Lubke 3541, KBrting 4018).
FOURRURE ,s . f
.
, cuirasse (La Curne). From the verb fourrer, to stuff




3405, Kftrting 3875). The same root is found in Eng. fur (Skeat).
FREMILLON,fremilon,fremeillon,fremellon,adj
.
, brillant ou bruissant
(Godefroy, La Curne under FREMILON) . This adjective is used al-
ways with the word HAUBERC(q.v. ) . A word of doubtful origin.
Korting(3706) suggests ferrunw-macula or #firraaculum , from Latin
j
firmus . Diez (p. 582, Fremillon) suggests fer+maillon.
FUST ,fuist ,feust ,fut ,fus ,fuz ,s .m. , bois d'un bouclier (Godefroy).
Modern French fut. From Latin fustis,-is, piece of wood, stick,




(Godefroy, La Curne under GAIGNE-PAIN) . Gaagnier (modern gagner)
from Old High German waidanj an , lengthened form of waidon, to
pasture (Diet, gerw, Korting 1337)+pain (Latin panemK Perhaps
so called because worn by the professional soldier.
GAINTRE ,adj .? (Godefroy ): "Et vestent les^ialsbers , bien estoi(en)t
GAINTREZ" (Dest • de Rone). Perhaps connected with GANT (q.v. )
.
GALEE,s.f., casque (Godefroy). Latin galea.
QAMBAIS ,ganb. ,wamb ,wanbeis ,-es ,hambeiz ,s .m.
,
pourpoint rembourre'
qui se placait sous le haubert (Godefroy, La Curne under hambais 3
Du Cange under Gambeso) . According to Thomas, R. XXIV 120, GAM-
BAIS is from Old High German wampa,wamba, the breast of a deer




GAMBAISE ,wambaise ,s .f
. ,
pourpoint rerabourre qui se placait sous le




, couverture de cheval garnie de bourre ou gambais
(La Curne) :"Que chascuns ait le plus qu'il pourra de chevaux,
couvers de maailles et de GAMBAISEURE" (M6ra . C. de la Ch. des
Comptes, an. 1353). It is apparent from the above example that
the GAMBAISEURE served as a defense. Derived from GAMBAISE(q.v.)
GAMBEL,ganb
.





prob. faute pour gambison (Godefroy):
Et derriers a son hauberc fremillon
Mais n'a entor forrel ne GAMBILLON (Aliscans).
See GAMBISON and GAMBAIS
•







point rembourre" que l'on portait long et pendant sur les cuisses
par dessous le haubert ou la cotte de mailles pour preserver la
peau et les habits des frotteraents (Godefroy, La Curne under
GAMBAIS ON , Du Cange under Gambeso). Derived from GAMBAIS (q.v. )
.
GANT ,guant ,guent ,vuant ,gand,want ,s .m.
,
enveloppe de peau ou d*un
tissu, d'e'toffe ou de mailles de fer, qui sert a recouvrir et
prot^ger le poignet, la main et chaque doigt separe'ment (Gode-
froy ,Complement ; La Curne). Of Germanic origin: want- (Korting
10355), Old High German want (Diet. g6n.).
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GANTELET ,gantellet ,gandelet ,wantelais ,s .ra.
,
gant recouvert de lames
de fer faisant partie de l'armure d'un chevalier (Godefroy, Com-
plement and Vol. IV under Gantelle; La Curne ; Du Cange under





Pour avoir borses et atrere
Deniers dedenz leur GANTERIAUS (Vie des Peres).
GANTHEROT ,s.m.
,
gantelet (Godefroy). From GANT(q.v.).
GANTILETTE ,s .f
. ,




partie de l'armure qui couvrait les bras (Godefroy,
j
La Curne, Du Cange under Antebrachia) . Garder, from Old High
German wardon, watch, guard (Diet. ge^n.)+bras (Latin brachium).
GARDELE ,s .f
. ,
garde -bras (Godefroy). See GARDEBRAS.
GAUFFRAIN , s .m
. ,
piece de l'armure (Godefroy ): "Et atainet le chevau
au front de si grant force que le GAUFFRAIN d'acier fut effondre
dedans la teste du chevau"(J. d'Arras, Melus). The last element
is evidently Latin frenum; the first element is obscure.
GENOUILLER ,s .m. , armor for the knee (Du Cange under Genualia) . The




partie de l'armure qui couvrait le genou (Gode-
froy, Du Cange under Genualia). From genouil, knee, from Vulgar
Latin *genuculum (Classic geniculum) , diminutive of genu.
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GIRET,s.m., piece de l'armure de l'horame et du cheval (Godefroy)
.
Not really Old French, since the two examples given date from th<






tablier, jupe, pan, partie du haubert
(Godefroy). Derived from giron, lap, skirt of a garment, from




hallecret, e'erevisse de fer pour parer un coup (Gode -




hallecret, ecrevisse de fer pour parer un coup
(Godefroy, La Curne under GLACHON and GLACON, Du Cange under
Glizzum) • This word is not found in any of the etymological
dictionaries. Godefroy, in explaining the Latin Glizzum, of
which GLACON is given as the French equivalent, derives it from
the German gleiszen, to shine, to glitter. But compare the Old
French verb Glacier, which means primarily "to slip", "to slide",
but when reflexive means also "to parry a blow" (See Godefroy,
1 Glacier). Compare also Glacolant, "bright", "shining", under
Glacoier, "to slip" (Godefroy). Glacier and Gfecoier are derived
from Latin glacies, ice (Meyer-Lubke 3771, Kttrting 4252). It
seems possible that GLACON also might be derived from Latin gla-
ii
cies. If so, the idea must have been: "something slippery , "a
defense from which a sword glances as from ice"; or else "some-
thing shining", "burnished steel armor" (See Godefroy , Glacoier)
•
Things that glitter are easily associated with things that are
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slippery and smooth. See also GLACIERE.
GLOIERE,glioire ,s .f
. ,
partie de l'armure (Godefroy) . Not found in
the etymological dictionaries.
GOCEON ,s .ra. , sorte d'habit de guerre (Godefroy, Du Cange under Go-
debertus). Not in the etymological dictionaries.
GODEBERT , sorte d'habit de guerre (Du Cange, Glossaire francais;
for examples see the Glossarium under Godebertus). Not in the
etymological dictionaries.
GORGENT ( ARMET DE) , armor for the throat (Du Cange under Gorgale and
Barbuta) . From gorge, throat. See GORGERIN.
GORGERETTE ,gorgerete ,s .f
. ,
piece de l'armure qui couvrait la gorge
(La Curne, Du Cange under Gorgale). From gorge, throat. See GOR-
GERIN.
GORGERI, -y, -ey ,gourgerit ,s ,m. , petit camail de mailles attache a la
barbute ou au bacinet qui couvrait le cou et atteignait a peine




piece de l'armure couvrant le devant du cou (Gode-
froy ,Complement ; La Curne; Du Cange under Gorgerla) . From gorge,
throat, derived from Vulgar Latin -r-gorga, of uncertain origin
(Diet. gen.). K6rting(4401) and Diez(p. 170, Gorgo) propose
gurga, -am,f
.
, a variation of Classic gurges , -item, whirlpool,
eddy; Littre also proposes gurges.
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GORGIERE ,gorgere ,gourgere ,s ,f
• ,
partie de l'armure des gens de
guerre, hausse-col (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under Gorgale).
From gorge. See GORGERIN.
GOUSSET ,goucet ,s.m.
,
piece de l , armure qui avait la forme d'un tri-
angle et qui garnissait le dessous du bras (Godefroy, La Curne
under GOUSSET DE MAILLE) . From gousse, pod (of peas,etc), of
unknown origin (Diet. gen,). Diez (p. 181, Guscio) suggests gal-
lica(nux); Korting suggests (an)gustus.





bottines de fer, armures de jambes (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange
under Greva) . This word is not found in Korting ,Diez , Diet .gen
.
,
and Sceler. Littre derives it from Arabic djaurab, stocking, leg
clothing, "prononce en tfgypte gaurab". Menage proposes Latin
ocrea, *ocreva. Greve is the etymon of English greave (3keat).
GREVETE,-ette ,s.f
.
, dirain. de greve, jambiere (Godefroy, La Curne
under GREVETTES, Du Cange under Greva). From GREVE ( q . v . )
.
GUARNEMENT ,s .m. , armure (La Curne; Du Cange, Glossaire francais) .
From guarnir, variant of garnir, from Germanic warnian=Modern
German warnen (Diet, g^n., K6rting 10357).
GUIGE,guigue,guiche,guice, guise, guinche,grince,s.f
., courroie plus
ou moins orne'e par laquelle le bouclier se suspendait au cou,
anse d'un bouclier (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under Giga)
.
Modern French guiche. Derived from Vulgar Latin ^vitica (from
Classic vitis, vine), according to the Diet. ge*n; from Old High
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German wtga, according to Korting( 10391 )
•
HAIZ,s.ra., sorte de bouclier (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under
Tavolacius). Probably the same word as ais, board (Latin axis),
a word frequently used in connection with the shield. See Schir-j
ling 49.
HALECRET ,hallecret ,halcret ,alecret ,allecret ,alacret ,s .ra.
,
espece de
eorselet leger dont on se servait autrefois dans l'infanterie
fran§aise pour armer les piquiers. C'est une sorte de cuirasse
qui n'est pas a l'e'preuve des armes a feu. (Godefroy , La Curne).
From German halskragen (Me^er-Lubke 4011, Diet. gen.).
HALSBERGOL,petit haubert (La Curne). Diminutive of halsberc, an
earlier form of HAUBERC(q.v. )
.
HAMBERGE,s .m. , ce qui garnissait les gantelets d'un chevalier (Go-
defroy) : "Uns gantelets de fer et de leton, garni dedans la main
de HAMBERGE de fer, d'acier, ou de I'un d'eux" (1386, Procez et
duel de Beauman) . Probably from a Germanic ---handberga , or some
such form. Cf. HAUBERC and its derivatives HAUBERGEON, HAUBER-
GERIE, HAUBSRGIER ,etc
.
HANAPIER , -per ,hanepier ,hannepier ,henapier ,henepier ,hennepier ,chana-
pier,s.m., casque qui couvrait la partie supe'rieure de la tete
(Godefroy, Du Cange under Hanapus) . HANAPIER in Old French
meant also a box for a hanap or wine -bowl, and later the head,
doubtless originating in a humorous comparison. From this latter
meaning HANAPIER was extended to designate that which contains
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the head, namely, the helmet. Compare the parallel development o
CASQUE(q.v. ) . Old French hanap (surviving in Modern French)
comes from Germanic hnapf (Diet. g6n; Diez, p. 16, Anappo) or





grand bouclier, espece de targe (Gode
froy, La Curne under HARASSE, Du Cange under Haraciura). Not in
any of the etymological dictionaries. The form HARASSE survives
in Modern French, meaning "a sort of square cage for packing
glass" (Littre') . Du Cange thinks that HARACE comes from the verb
harasser, because this enormous shield was extremely fatiguing
to the warrior. Harasser comes from Old High German haren, to
call, according to Meyer-Lubke(4043) ; from Old High German haro,
hero, herot
,
according to Korting ( 4498 ) ; from har, haro, a cry
of distress, according to Diez(p. 611, Harer).





armure ,engin,outil (Godefroy, La Curne under HARNAS, Du Cange
under Harnascha) . Modern French harnais. A word of doubtful ori-
gin. Korting(4443) proposes Celtic harn, iron. Littre, Diez(p.26
Arnese) , and Scheler also explain the word as Celtic.
HARNASCHIER ,harneschier ,arneschier ,hernechier ,heneschier ,harnasquer
harnesquer ,hernoichier ,hernisser ,harnacher,v.a.
,
equiper, armer,
en parlant de soldats; v.re'fl., s*e'quiper, se couvrir de ses
arraes; v.neutre, dans le m§me sens (Godefroy, La Curne under




HAUBERC ,halberc ,oberc ,osberc ,s .m. , chemisette de mailles garnie
d'epaulettes de fer (La Curne; Godefroy ,Complement under HALBERC;
Du Cange under Halsberga; also La Curne under OBERC and OSBERC).
Modern French haubert. From Germanic halsberg, "neck protector"
(Diet, g^n.); Old High German halsberk (Meyer-Lubke 4009); Ger-
manic halsberc(Korting 4465).
HAUBERCOT ,s .m. , dimin. de haubert (Godefroy, La Curne). From HAU-
BERC (q.v. )
.
HAUBERGEON ,haubergion ,haubergon ,hauber j on ,haubregon ,auber j on , s .m •
,
petit haubert sans manches (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne; Du
Cange under Halsberga and Gambeso). Derived from HAUBERC (q.v. )
.
HAUBERGERIE,haubregerie ,habregerie ,s .f
. ,
haubert, cotte de mailles
(Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under Halsberga). Derived from
HAUBERC (q.v )
.
HAUBERGISR,aubergier ,abergier ,haubergier ,haubrigier ,v.a. , revetir
d'un haubert; HAUBERGIS,part .pas s^ , revetu d'un haubert (Gode-
froy, La Curne). Derived from HAUBERC (q.v. )
.









de fer prot^geant le cou, a la jonetion du bassinet et de la
cuirasse (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne, written HAUSSE-COL,
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with a hyphen). The word survives in Modern French with the
same meaning. According to the Diet, ge'n., it is derived from
German Hals, neck + COTTE(q.v. ) , this compound being changed by
popular etymology into HAUSSE-COL (hausser + col) . Meyer-Liibke
(4010) proposes Old High German *halskot , neck clothing, but
questions the popular etymology. Littre derives it immediately
from hausser (Vulgar Latin *-altiare from altus)+col, neck (La-
tin collum) . The six examples in Godefroy are all of the fif-
teenth century; no date is given for the one example in La Curna
Thus, the word, if of foreign origin, came late into the French
language. It seems strange that in all the examples given we
find not a single trace of the original t in cotte or #kot . But
if we consider HOUSCOT and HOUjCOT (See these words under H0U3C$T
as variants, we have two cases where it is preserved. It is not
clear why we find ou and o instead of au in the first part of
the word.
HAUSSERET ,s.m. ,? (Godefroy) : "Paires de gantelletz et de HAUSSEREZ"
(1557, P^ronne). Perhaps a miswriting for HAUSSE C0L(q.v.), or
perhaps related to Germanic halskragen(See HALECRET).
HEAUME ,hyaume ,heaulme ,hyalme ,halme ,haume ,iaume ,ielme ,elme ,eaume
,
ajume,s.m., casque a calotte conique, orne' d'un cercle de verro-
terie, depourvu d'un couvre-nuque , mais muni d'un nasal qui pro-
te'geait le nez (La Curne under HEAUME, IAUME, ELMS, and EAUME;
Godefroy ,Complement under ELME; Du Cange under Helmus). From




HEAUMER ,heaulmer ,v.a. , couvrir d'un heaume; HEAUME
,
part .pas cou-
vert d'un heaurae (Godefroy). From HEAUME(q.v. )
.
HEAUMET ,hiaumet ,healmet ,elmet ,s .m. , dimin. de heaume (Godefroy).
From HEAUME(q.v. ) . Cf. also ARMET
.




, e*tui a heaume j le heaume










,habit de l'homme de guerre (La Curne). Apparently the
same as modern hongraLine, jerkin, which Littre and the Diet .gen.
derive from Hongrie, Hungary.
HORSON,hourson,horczon,s .m.
,
partie de l'armure (Godefroy).
HOUSCOUT ,houscot ,s .m.? (Godefroy) : "Et son harnas de teste estoit
un chapeau de fer d'ancienne fagon
, et par dessous avoit
un houscot de mailles, et en ce point combattit" (G. Chastell.,
les Faits de Jacq. de Lalaing) "Et estoit son harnas de teste
une salade, et portoit un petit houscout de mailles, et en ce
point combattit" ( Id. , ib.). This word, which Godefroy is unable
to define, is probably the same as HAUS3E COL(q.v.)# If so,
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these two examples furnish the only variants in which the origi-
nal final t is preserved, if we accept the etymology of HAUSSE
COL from Germanic *-halskot, proposed by Meyer-Lubke. See also
HAUSSERET
.
HUISSE ,ulsse ,uixe ,usse ,uxe ,huxe ,s .f
•
, ouverture du casque (Gode-
froy) • This word originally meant door, being applied later to
the opening (probably the visor) of the helmet. The feminine
form of huis, from Latin ostium,
HUVETTE,huveste,s.f
.
, dimin. de huve, chapeau de fer (Godefroy, La
Curne, Du Cange under Huvata). Old French huve, bonnet, is of
Germanic origin: haube (Korting 5413), Frankish hEba (Meyer-

















jake ,s .m. et f
.
,
habillement court et serre* (Godefroy, La Curne under JACQ.UE, Du
Cange under Jacke and 2 Jacobus). Although not so defined by
Godefroy and La Curne, the JAQUE was a padded jerkin used as
armor, especially by the archers of the Middle Ages. This is
proved by the examples in Godefroy and La Curne. Du Cange (under
Jacke) defines it thus:"Sagum railitare quod loricae superindue-
batur w . According to Du Cange and Meyer -Lubke( 4567 ) , JAQUE is
the proper name (Latin Jacobus), and the armor was so called
from a military leader of that name living in the fourteenth






petit jaque (La Curne) . The example in La Curne





jambiere (Godefroy). Derived from jambe.
See JAMBIERE.
JAMBIERE ,garabiere ,s .f.
,
partie de l'armure qui couvre les jambes
(Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne; Du Cange under Gamba) Derived
from jambe, leg, from *camba (Late Latin gamba) = Greek K><\\vtf%
bend, knee joint (Korting 1776, Meyer-Liibke 1539, Diet, gen.).











jasiran, jaugeron ,s .m. , armure en mailles de fer, a l'usage du
chevalier et de son cheval, et
,
par extension, les anneaux de la!
raaille (Godefroy, La Curne under JESSERAN, Du Cange under Jaze-











mailles de fer d'oeuvre orientale; il se dit en parlant d'un
haubert, d'une cotte de mailles, d'un gorgerin,etc . (Godefroy).
Modern French jaseran. From gaza£r, the Arabic name for Algiers,
a city renowned for its armor in the Middle Ages (Diez, p. 162,
Ghiazzerino; Korting 4194; the Diet. ge'n. gives the form al-
Djezair) . Cf. Spanish jazarino, Algerian.
JASEROIS ,ad j
.
, fait de mailles de fer d'oeuvre orientale (Godefroy) ,




, reve^tu de mailles (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange un-








partie de l'armure de tete qui couvrait la
joue (Godefroy). From joe(modern joue), cheek, from Latin gabata
dish.
JOINT, s.nw, defaut de l'armure (La Curne):"Il combatirent de glaive
fierement, et subitement queroient les JUINTS des armures, et
telement estoquoient"(Du Guesclin) . From Latin junctum, past
participle of jungere, to join. Note that in the example the
word is spelled JUINT, not JOINT, under which form the word is
listed in La Curne.
LACER , lacier ,lacher ,v. a. , attacher le heaume au capuchon de mailles
par les lacs (La Curne, Godefroy under LACIER). From Vulgar La-
tin *laciare, for Classic laqusare, from laqueus (Diet. gen.).
See LACS.
LACHES, s.m., cuirasse, hallecret (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange un-
der Lacinones ) : "Les supplians ficherent leurs espieux en la poi-
trine d'icellui le Vaque, sachans que en sa dite poitrine il ne
povoient gueres blecer, pouxce qu'ilz savoient bien qu'il avoit
tous jours vestu ungs LACHES ou armures". The three dictionaries
give only this one example. LACHES is probably connected with
Latin laqueus (See LACS), i.e., "a network of steel rings", "a
coat of mail". Cf. LASURE.
LACS,s.m., lacets qui attachaient le heaume au capuchon du haubert




LAISCHE ,lesche ,s .f
.
, lame de fer (Godefroy, Du Cange under Lacino-
nes):"Et soient arraez de forts jaques garnis de LAISCHES, chai-
nes, ou raailles pour couvrir les bras"(Lett. de 1425). From La-
tin laqueus ?
LAMBREQUIN ,s .m. , bande d'e'toffe arre*tant le chaperon sur le casque
et enroul^e autour du cimier (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne).
From Dutch lamperkin, diminutive of lamper, veil (Meyer -Lubke
4872, Diet. g£n., Korting 5410).
LAMEjS.f., pieces de l'armure (La Curne). From Latin lamina. The
diminutives LAMEL,s .m.
,
petite lame (Godefroy), and LAMETE,s.f.,
petite lame (Godefroy) also designate armor.
LAMINE,s.f., cuirasse ou corset forme" de petites lames d'acier
(Godefroy, La Curne). From Latin lamina. See also ANIME.
LASURE,s.f., re'seau de mailles bordant le bas d'un corps d'armure
(La Curne) : "Une piece a LASURES , une autre piece sans LASURES,
nommee glacon, une piece de pans". Godefroy gives the same ex-
ample under Laceure, but defines lt:"Ouvrage fait en forme de fi
let de reseau". From Latin laqueus. See also LACHES.
LIG0TE,s.f
., courroie inteYieure du bouclier (Godefroy, La Curne,
Du Cange under Ligula):
Et iert mon escu fret environ la LIGOTE
Et mon haubert deront aussi comme vieilz cote(Deguille-
ville). The three dictionaries give only the above example. The
LIGOTE is perhaps the same as the ENARME(q.v. ) . From Latin li-
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gare , to tie, to fasten.
LISTE ,lit^ ,luist£ , litte" , -ei ,adj . , borde', entoure" d'une bande ou
bordure, peint a bandes ou a bordure s , orle*, frangd; s* applique
a la targe, a l*ecu (Godefroy, La Curne). Derived from liste,
band, from Germanic lista (Modern German Leiste), border, fillet,
moulding (Diet, gen., Meyer-Ltlbke 5083, Kflrting 5644).
LUMIERE,s.f., oeilleres, dans le masque du heaurae au XHIe siecle,
puis dans la visiere au XIVe siecle (Godefroy; La Curne; Du
Cange, Glossaire francais, under 4 LUMIERE) . From Latin lumi-
naria, plural of luminar (lumen).
LUNETTE , s . f
.
, sorte de casque (La Curne, Du Cange under 2 Lunula):
"Icellui Clavet sacha un baselaire et en fery ledit Nicaise sur
la tete et lui abati une LUNETTE de fer , dont il avoit la teste
armee". Du Cange gives only the same example; it is found also
in Godefroy under Lunete, where it is defined thus: "Designe di-
vers objets en forme ronde" . Diminutive of lune, from Latin lu-
na.
MAILLE,maile ,mele ,melle ,male ,masle ,s .f
. ,
petits annelets de fer
dont on formait les armures , en les entrelapant les uns dans
les autres (Godefroy ,Complement : La Curne under MAILLE and
MAILE; Du Cange under 2 Macula; Borel under MELES). From Latin
macula, spot, mark, mesh of a net.
MAILLE jinailhe' ,mailli£ , ad j
.
, tissu de mailles (La Curne, Du Cange
under 2 Macula, Godefroy under MAILLIER) . Used in expressions
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like "raaille menus" , "fer maille" . From MAILLE(q.v. )
.
MAILLIKR ,mallier ,maeler ,v.a. , revStir d'une cotte de mailles (Gode-




, forme de mailles (Godefroy, La Curne under
MAILHU, Du Cange under 2 Macula). Used in connection with armor




, visiere ( Godefroy) : "L'ung des clous de la MAISSELLE




, armure des mamelles, du sein (Godefroy, La
Curne, Du Cange under Mamillaria) . From mamelle (Latin mamilla).
MANDIL,s.m., casaque qui recouvrait la cuirasse (La Curne). From
Latin mantele ,mantile , the t becoming d through Arabic and Greek
influence
.
(See the Diet. gen. under Mandille).
MANICLE ,raenicle ,mennicle ,s .f . and m., partie de l'armure qui cou-
vrait la main (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under 2 Manica)
.
From Latin manicula, diminutive of manus, hand.
MANOPLE ,manopole ,manuple ,s .m. and f., gantelet, arme pr^servatrice
des mains et de l'avant-bras (Godefroy). From Latin *raanupulus,
for manipulus , from manus, hand. Cf Spanish Manopla.
MANTELLINE ,s »f
. ,
esp£ce d'arme (La Curne):













Cuyraces, hasches, et masses (Molinet).
Godefroy under Manteline gives this same example, but defines it
"petit manteau". Judging from this and other examples, the MAN-
TELLINS was probably a military cloak worn over the cuirasse,
and not an offensive arm, as La Curne seems to think. From man-
tel, derived from Latin *mantellum, diminutive of mantura, cloak.
MENTONAL,-tonnal,s .m. , mentonniere (Godefroy). From menton, Vulgar
Latin *mentonem, for Classic mentum,chin.
MENTONNIERE,s.f
. ,
piece mobile du casque qui enferme completement
le bas du visage et qui se re joint a la queue du timbre (Gode-
froy ,Complement ; La Curne). From menton. See MENTONAL.
MENU ,minu,mynu,menuit ,menuyt ,adj
.
,
qui a peu de volume, peu de gros
seur (Godefroy). Used with reference to armor in such expres-
sions as:"mailles menues" , "hauberc menu", "menu esmaille^' ,etc
.
From Latin minutum, past participle of rainuere, to diminish.
MIERC,s.m. and f., intervalle des mailles du haubert (La Curne):
Se li fisent vestir l'aubierc,
Dont li entresain et li MIERC
Des mailles en la cher li perent (Rob. le Diable).
II le desmaille le haubierc
Et puis li fait une autre MIERC
Que le clavin et le pourpoint
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Li a trespercie et despoint (Mousk. p. 190),
MIT0N,s.m., mitaine de fer, gantelet du XVe s., sans doigts separes
(Godefroy, La Curne). Derived from the same root as Modern Frencl
mitaine, a word of obscure origin. The Diet. gen. proposes a
Germanic root mit, to cut fine (found in French mite, raitraille,
etc.); Meyer-Lubke(5613) proposes Frankish mlta, mite, a small
insect; Korting( 6043) proposes xmedletadanus -a -um, i.e., "a
half glove", "a glove divided into two halves", since there werep
only two compartments, one for the thumb, and one for all the
fingers; Diez (p. 213, Mezzo) and Scheler prefer German Mitte,
middle
.
M0NG0N,s.m., petite piece de la culrasse qui couvrait I'epaule (Go-
defroy, La Curne) :"Au bras gauche il porte un grand gantelet,
qui le couvre jusqu'au coude , et au droit un petit MONGON qui
cache seulement 1 'espaule" (Lanoue , Disc, polit. et milit., p.
342, ed. 1587). La Curne gives only the same example. This word
may be a raiswriting for *-mangon, which might be derived from
*mango,-onem, for manicus (masculine form of feminine manica,
hand-cuff), a word that has been recorded in Corp. gloss, lat.
(See Korting 5889). Cf. Spanish mango.
MONTAUBAN ( CHAPEAU DE, ou CHAPELET DE), armure de tete qui se fabri-
quait dans la ville de ce nom (La Curne) :"I1 estoit l'empereur







MORAILLE s.f., piece de fer a charniere qui fixait la visiere au^
(Godefroy). From MOURE(q.v.). Cf Modern French morailles, twitch




casque leger des ar-
quebusiers, piquiers, etc. (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne under
MORION and MOURRION). According to the Diet. g6n., MORION is
borrowed from Spanish Morrion, from Morra, the crown of the head
of uncertain origin. Korting(G425) suggests Latin mutulus , mo-






, couvert d'un morion (Godefroy, La Curne). From
MORION (q.v.)
.
MOURE, s.m., la pointe saillante de la visiere du casque (Godefroy):
n Le premier donne du MOURE de la salade dans une cuisse" (D'Au-
bign6, Foenest.). Probably the same word as Old French Mourre,s.
m., meaning the snout of an animal (The visors of many helmets,
especially those of the fourteenth century, did, in fact, close-
ly resemble an animal's snout), which KOrting would derive from
German Murre, a wry face (Cf. Modern German murren), or from La-
tin mutulus (See MORION). Cf. also Old French meure, the point o
a weapon.
NASAL,nasaul ,nasel ,nazel ,nazal ,naseul ,s .m.
,
partie du casque qui
protegeait le nez (Godefroy under NASAL and NASEUL; La Curne un-








partie du casque qui prote'geait le nez (Godefroy,
La Curne under NAZART). From Latin nasus , nose,
OEILLIER,oillier,uilier,s.m.
,
oeillere, ouverture sur le devant du
heaurae pour les yeux (Godefroy, La Curne under OILLIER). Prom
Old French oil, eye (Latin oculus).
OEILLIERE,oilliere ,ueilliere ,uelliere ,uilliere ,eulliere ,ailliere ,s
.
f., partie du heaurae qui servait de visiere aux chevaliers (Gode-





partie du heaume qui couvrait l'oreille (Go-
defroy, La Curne). From oreille (Latin auricula).
PALEDOS ,s .ra. , raanteau dont l*homme d'armes couvrait son armure (Go-
froy):"Il pria aux dits seigneurs avoir huit cents hallebardes
et huit cents PALEDOS a ses cousts et frais'^J. Molinet, Chron.,
chap. cvi). Perhaps the same word as modern Paletot, from Dutch
paltrok, from an older form palsrok = "palace coat" (Diet, gen.).
Or perhaps the verb Parer (Latin parare) + dos (Latin dorsum).
PALET, a.m., sorte d 1 armure de tete (Godefroy, Du Cange under Palet-
tus): n Guy de Hotetot, dit Porquet, chevalier estoit arme
d'un haubergon d'acier, un PALET encamallie sur sa teste". This
word also meant head in Old French. From this stage it doubtless
came to mean "that which protects the head". PALET may be de-
rived from Latin pala, spade, possibly so named from its shape





pen, p and,pant ,s .ra.
,
partie de I'armure (Godefroy, La Curne, Du
Cange under 1 Pannus). Probably the skirt of the coat of mail
(Cf. Modern French pan). From Latin pannus, a piece of cloth
(Diet. g£n., Mei/er-Lubke 6204, Korting 6830). See also PENEAU.
PANCHIEN,s .m.
,
partie de l'armure destined a couvrir le ventre (Go-






, sorte de cuirasse, partie de l'armure destin6e a cou-
vrir le ventre (Godefroy, La Curne). From Old French Pance. See
PANCIERE.
PANCIERE ,panchiere ,panchire ,s .f
.
, sorte de cuirasse, partie de l'ar
mure destined a couvrir le ventre, habillement d'acier de la
partie du corps prise entre les mamelles et la ceinture (Gode-
froy, La Curne under PANCHIRE, Du Cange under Pancerea) . From
Pance, modern Panse (Latin pantex,panticis ) . See also PANIERE
and PANCHIEN.
PANIERE, pour panciere, armure qui couvre la panse ou le ventre (Du
Cange, Glossaire francais ) : "Que nus ne porte arraes ne couteaus a
pointes, ne espees , ne lance ne PANIERE, ne escus, ne haubers,
etc. "(Quoted from the Glossarium under Pancerea). See PANCIERE.
PANNE,pane ,paine ,penne ,pene ,paieinne ,paaigne ,peinne ,payno ,peyno,pi-




i . and m., peau qui couvre
le bouclier (Godefroy, La Curne under PANE, Du Cange under 2
Pannus). Perhaps the same word as modern Panne (woolen cloth,
sail of a ship), from Latin penna, feather (Diet, ge'n.), surviv-
4, t
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ing in Panache. Or perhaps related to PAN(q.v.).
PANOPLIE,s.f
.
, armure complete (Godefroy). From Greek vcxN&trXva. •
PANS, la partle de 1' armure ancienne qui couvrait le cote (Du Cange
Glossaire francais, with reference to examples in the Glossarium
under Pannus). Apparently the same word as PAN(q.v.).
PARECOUP ,s .ra.
,
breastplate (Cotgrave, Godefroy, La Curne). From





parure, vetement, et, en particulier,
habit, long et riche manteau en forme de dalmatique que l'on po-
sait sur 1* armure dans les grandes solennites ou dans les com-
bats; A qui sert a garantir (Godefroy, La Curne). Derived from La-
tin parare.





pavois, bouclier (La Curne); PA-
VAISME,pavesme ,pavoisme ,s .f
. ,
grand bouclier (Godefroy, Du Cange
under Pavesium); PAVANDE , s . f
. ,
grand bouclier (Godefroy); PA-
VART,s.m., grand bouclier de forme ovale ou quadrangulaire
,
por-
t6 par les fantassins, et plus particulierement par les arbal6-
triers (Godefroy, Du Cange under Pavesium); PAVAS,s.m., pavois
(La Curne); PAVAT ,pavast ,s .ra.
,
pavois (Godefroy); PAVAYS,s.m.,
pavois (La Curne); PAVESADE ,s .f
. ,
garniture de boucliers qu'on
placait aux deux c8tes d'une galere pour prot^ger les rameurs
(Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne); PAVESCHE,s .f
. ,
pavois (Gode-
froy, La Curne, DU Cange under Pavesium); PAVIER,s.m., pavois
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(Godefroy, La Curne); PAVIERE ,s .f
. ,




pavois (Godefroy); PAVOIS ,s .ra. , ancien bouclier,
par extension, pavesade (Godefroy , Complement ; La Curne) ; PAVOI-
SIER ,v.r£f 1. , se protdger du pavois (Godefroy); PAVOI 3 I 3R ,pave-
sade (Oudin); PAVOIS INE ,s .f
. ,
pavois (La Curne, Du Cange under
Pavesium); PAVOISON,s .m.
,
pavois (Godefroy). From Italian pavese
same meaning, commonly supposed to be derived from the Italian
city Pavia, through the adjective Pavensis (Diet, gen., Meyer-
Ltlbke 6310, Kftrting 6946). Manage proposes Latin parma, shield,





PAVON, espece de bouclier, partie de l'armure d'un brigandinier (La




partie de la cuirasse qui protegeait le haut de la




Crete, bord de l'^cu. Du Latin pinna (La Curne un-
der PENE and PENNE ) : " De sun escut li freint la PENE halte" (Rol.
v. 3425) "Haut, tres parmi l'escu, l'asene, Desos le bocle les
la PENE"(Partenopex, v. 8803) "Par sus la PENR de l'escu Entre
le col et la peitrine Li faist passer l'anste fraisine"(Chron.
des dues de Norm., v. 33669). Du Cange (See 2 Pannus) thinks
that PENE in the second example is the same as PANNE(q.v.), the
covering of the shield (under 3 PANNE 3° in La Curne). Godefroy
has the same opinion as Du Cange, and cites the first and third

examples above as meaning "Peau qui couvre le bouclier"(See un-
der 1 PANNE). La Curne is probably right in giving two separate
words, the second of which (PENE above) comes from Latin pinna
(Cf. pinnaculura and Spanish pena). See Ktirting 7170, and Meyer-
Lubke 6514. PENNE is simply a variant, and there is no need of
giving it a separate place as does La Curne (1PENNE).
PENEAU,s.m., pan du haubert . Derive de pannus (La Curne):
Chescun porta arc et espee;
Sour lour teste ourent chapeaux,




pavois (Godefroy ) : "Lors chascun arm6 de ce qu'il de-
voit prent sa PEUSINE en sa main senestre"( J . de Saintre', ch.
lxxix). Apparently related to PAVAIL,etc. Perhaps for PAVOISINS
or PAVESME (See these words under P AVAIL.
PICIERE,s.f
.
, harnois qui couvrait le poitrail des chevaux de guer
re (Godefroy, La Curne under PISS I ERE, Du Cange under 3 Arma-
tura). From pis, breast (Latin pectus).
PIECE, s.f., les differentes parties qui coraposent une armure (La
Curne). Used particularly in the expressions : "piece d'acier"
(breast-plate. Cf. Quicherat, p. 261) and "haute piece" ( armor
for the neck). A word of obscure origin. Perhaps from Celtic
*pettia (Meyer-Lubke 6450), peth (Diez, p. 243, Pezza) , or pett







partie de l'armure (Godefroy, La Curne under
PLACQUART ) . From plaque, derived from Dutch plak, plate, disk
(Meyer-Lubke 6566, Kdrting 7221, Diet. gen.).
PLASTRON ,s .ra.
,
piece de l , armure prote'geant le devant de la poi-
trine (Godefroy ,Complement) . From Vulgar Latin *plastrum, short-
ened form of Classic eraplaustrum, a plaster for wounds s Greek
5
£ HttX^v)<itoov (.Diet . gen.; Kflrting 7233; Diez, p. 244, Piastra).
PLATS, platte ,plaite ,placte ,plaste ,plete ,plette ,plecte ,pleyte
,
pleytte ,pletre ,pelate ,s .f
. ,
plaque, lame de metal (Godefroy, La
Curne under PLATE and PLATTE) . Used of armor in such expressions
as "fer de plate", "armure de plattes". From Vulgar Latin *-plat-
tus or #platus of uncertain origin. Perhaps from Greek tvXj^tus
(Meyer-Lubke 6586, Korting 7237, Diet. gen.).
PLOI tploy ,s .ra. , maille du haubert ? (Godefroy, La Curne, Schirling
186) . This word probably means a "fold" of the hauberk = Modern
French pli (from Latin plicare). See Schirling 186.
PLOQUIER ,plouquer ,s .ra. , cuirasse rembourree de ploc, coton; peut-
etre bouclier (La Curne, Godefroy under BLOQ.UIER) :"Emb astonne
d'espee, PLOQUIER, javeline et poignart" . Godefroy under Blo-
quier gives only the same example, defining it as:"sorte d'ar-
rae". This word is probably the same as BLOQUISR(q.v. ) , cited by
Du Cange under Bloquerius. See also PLOUQUET.
PLOUQUET ,s .m.
,








,pet . ,peit . ,s .f
. ,
plastron du poltrail du cheval (Go
defroy) . La Curne(under Poictrine) wrongly defines this word as











, cuirasse (Godefroy). Feminine form of POI-
TRINIER(q.v.)
.
POMEAU ,-el ,s .ra.
,





partie de l'arraure (Godefroy, La Curne),
Porter (Latin portare) PIECE(q.v.)
.
POULAIN ,polain,pouloin,s .m. , bolte de metal ajust^e aux genoux dans
l'armure du XIVe siecle (Godefroy). Instead of knee armor the
POULAIN was probably the long, curved and pointed steel toe of
the solleret or steel shoe, adopted in imitation of the Poulaine
(the feminine form of the same word) of the contemporary cos-
tume(See Quicherat) . POULAIN is really the adjective from Po-
logne, Poland, because the fashion was supposed to have come
from that country.
POURPOINT ,prepoint ,propoint ,s .m.
,
justaucorps rembourre et piqud;
on le portait sous le haubert (La Curne under POURPOINT, PRE-
POINT, and PROPOINT; Du Cange under Perpunctum) . From Latin per-
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punctus , -a, -ura (from *perpungere)
,
pierced through, i.e., quilte
POURPOINTEMENT ,s .m.
,
garniture raatelassee ou paillasson pique qui
se mettoit au poitrail du cheval dans les combats des joutes (La




cuissard, partie de l'armure (La Curne). The form
Cuisson in Godefroy is not justified by a single example. The
word is related to CUISSARTS, CUISSEL, etc.(q.v.).
REHAULMER ,renheaumer , -heaulmer ,res
.
,v.a. , remettre le heaurae (Gode-
froy, La Curne). Re+HEAUMER(q.v.)
.




regarnir de courroies servant a passer le bras, en




reparer les mailles d*une arraure (La Curne): "A
grant peine sauroient ilz restouper ne RESMAILLER un trou estant
en un haubergon" (Ord.IX, p. 205, an. 1407) ---"A Gilles de Suraul-
mone, orfebvre, pour avoir redresse et RESMAILLE trois pieces de
brodures et cordellieres" (Compte de 1555). According to Godefroy
(under Resmaillier) , this word is re- + esmalier , from esmaKmod.
6ma.il f from Germanic smalt, akin to Modern German schmelzen and
English smelt) . The second of the two examples above is quoted
also by Godefroy and defined: "Recouvrir d' email" . Godefroy is
doubtless right, and La Curne may be wrong in the first example
also. Schirling (88, 245) points out that armor was frequently
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enameled in the Middle Ages .
RETIENG,retien,s .m.
,
lien, courroie inte'rieure du bouclier, enarmes
(La Curne):"Mais quant l'escu si eut perdu son RETIENG, la point
de l'espee attaignit Lyonnel tout durement que le haulbert en
fut faulse"(Percef . Ill, f. 49). Godefroy (under Retien) also
gives the above example, defining it as: "Lien, ce qui tient deux
moities reunies ensemble". The RETIENG in this case was probably
the technical name for shield- strap , as La Curne suggests.
ROE,ruee,reuwe,s .f
. ,
petit bouclier rond (Godefroy). From Latin ro-
ta, wheel.
ROELE ,roelle ,rouele ,rouelle ,rouale ,ruele ,roiele ,roielle ,roiiele ,ro-
yelle,s.f., bouclier rond, rondache (Godefroy under ROELE and
ROIELE, La Curne under ROELLE, Du Cange under Roela) . From Latin
*rotella for rotula. Cf. English rowel (Skeat).
ROLER ,roller ,rosier ,rouler ,rouleir ,v. a. , fourbir, en parlant de
heauraes, de cottes de raailles (Godefroy, La Curne under ROLER
and ROLLER). La Curne adds : "L' armure a nettoyer est enfermde
dans un sac de toile avec du sable, puis on la roule en trois
sens". From Latin *rotulare (from rotula).
RONDACHE ,s .m. , bouclier rond des fantassins (Godefroy ,Complement
;
La Curne). From roont, round (Latin rotundus).




plaque de metal arrondie adap-
tee aux jointures d'une armure(bras ,coude ,epaule) pour la recou-
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vrir; syn. de rondache (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne under RON-
DELE and RONDELLE; Du Cange under 3 Rondellus). Fromm roont (La-
tin rotundus)
.
SALADE,sallade,solate ,cellade,celade ,s .f
. ,
casque a timbre arrondi
,
a courte visiere fixe et a grand couvre-nuque (Godefroy ,Comple-
ment ; La Curne under SALADE, SALLADE, and CSLADE; Du Cange under!
Salada and celata). From Italian Celata, same meaning. There are;
two theories concerning the origin of Italian Celata: (1) Latin
Caelare, to chisel, to carve, to engrave, from caelum, a chisel,
related to caedere, to cut. The (cassis) caelata would thus be
an engraved helmet (Meyer-Lubke 1464, Kttrting 1702, Diet, gen.,
Littre') . (2) Latin Celata, past participle of celare, to hide
(Rivista di filologia romanza, 11,111), a development parallel
with that of German Helm from hehlen, to hide. But Kttrting ob-
jects that Celata would mean "that which is hidden", rather than
"that which hides"(the head).
SALE,s.f., salade, espece de casque (Du Cange, Glossaire francais;
Glossarium under Salada} . A shortened form of SALADE(q.v. )
.
SAULTE,s.f.? (Godefroy) : "A la SAULTE du petit gardebraz" (Habits des
gens de guerre). Probably related to Saut (Latin saltus) ,though
the meaning is not clear.
SCAMMES ,f .plur
. ,
scales, also the nailes or small plates of old-
fashioned habergeons (Cotgrave). Latin squama, scale.
SECRETE, -tte, -creite, -grete, -ette, s.f
.
, calotte d'acier qui ae por-
tait sous le heaume (Godefroy, La Curne). Latin secreta.
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SEURSELIERE ,surseliere ,s .f
.
, cotte d'armes (La Curne , Du Cange un-
der Superpuncturn)
.
SOLER,s.m., soleret (La Curne). An earlier form of modern Soulier.
From Vulgar Latin *subtelare , from subtel, the hollow of the
foot = sub-talus, under the ankle (Diet, gen., Meyer-Lubke 8397,





,s .m. , chaussure d'homme d'armes recouverte de







partie du heaume qui garantit le menton











syn. de tabart (Godefroy, Du Cange under Ta-
bardum) . See TABART.
TABAREL,-iel,s.m. , diminutif de tabart (Godefroy). See TABART.
TABART ,tabar ,tabert ,tabaire ,s .m. , raanteau long de grosse etoffe,
qu'on portait sur l'armure (Godefroy, Du Cange under Tabardum)
.
A word of uncertain origin. Diez (p. 312, Tabarro) suggests La-
tin tapes ,tapetis
,
carpet; Kdrting(9372) prefers German tapfer,
dapper, in its original meaning, "firm", "fast", "full", "tight"
TACLE ,taq. ,s .f
.
, sorte d'armure defensive, espece de bouclier (Go-
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defroy, La Curne, Du Cange under Tacla)
.
TALEVAS ,-az ,-art ,tallevas ,t alvas ,tanevas ,s .m. , sorte de bouclier
qui etait surtout destin6 a garantir contre les fleches des ar-
chers et des arbaletriers (Godefroy, La Curne, Du Cange under
Talavacius and Tallavacius) . By shifting of consonants, from La-
tin tabula, board (Littre; Diez,p. 683, Talevas), through the




,taloiche,talloce ,talloche ,s .f
. ,
petit bouclier, targe
(Godefroy, La Curne under TALLOCHE , Du Cange under Talochia)
.
word
ThisA survives in Modern French. Korting ( Etymologisches Worter-
buch der franztfsischen Sprache) derives it from Latin tabula.
Scheler says TALOCHE is for *taveloche , from a Latin -"-tabulaceus
(tabula). See TALEVAS.
TARGE ,targue ,tarque ,tarde ,s .f
.
, bouclier carre* d'hommes d'armes,
echancre a l'un des angles (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne under
TARGE and TARGUE , Du Cange under 1 Targa). Of Germanic origin:
Anglo-Saxon targe, Icelandic targa, same meaning (Diet, ge'n.);
Old Norse targa (Korting 9386); Old High German zarga(Diez, p.
315, Targa) .
TARGER(SE) ,targier , se couvrir d'une targe, d'un bouclier; TARGIE,





petite targe (Godefroy, la






grande targe (Godefroy, La Curne). From TARGE.
TASSETE , -ette ,s .f
. ,
plate d'acier d'une seule piece, attachee a la
derniere lame de la braconniere ou des flancars, et destinee a
preserver la cuisse (Godefroy, La Curne under TASSETTE). Diminu-
tive of Old French tasse, meaning purse, pocket, from German
tasche (Diet. gen.). K8rting(Etymologisches WiJrterbuch der fran-
zosischen Sprache) derives it from tas, heap, from Old Low Frank
ish tas. Littre proposes Arabic thaca (See also Lammens , Reraar-
ques sur les mots francais derives de I'arabe).
TAVEL, scutum ligneumex tabula (Du Cange under Tavolacius) . From
*-tabellum, corresponding to the feminine tabella, little board;





, "Habillement de teste qui est de fer pour l'horame de
guerre, et est assez plus general que casque ne salade. De la on
dit la testiere d'un cheval" (Nicot
,
quoted in La Curne; the word
is also found in Du Cange under Testinia) . From teste, head (La-
tin testa, potsherd)
.
TIMBRE,tymbre ,timpre ,tympre ,tirable,s .m. , cotte d'arraes (Godefroy);
casque, partie du casque placee au somrr.et de l'e'cu surmont^e du
cimier marquant la quality de la personne (Godefroy ,Complement
;
La Curne under TIMBRE and TYMBRE; Du Cange under Tymbris). From








,tuenard,s .ra. , sorte de bouclier (Godefroy)
TONNELRT ,tonollet ,s .m.
,
jupon ou cloche de fer couvrant les cuisses
(La Curne, Du Cange under Tonacella). Of uncertain origin (Diet,
gen.). Littre' suggests Latin tunica, through the derivative ^-to-
nacella. Scheler says it is the same word as Tonnelet, "little
keg", diminutive of tonneau from tonne (Vulgar Latin Tunna, .pro-
bably of Celtic origin, according to the Diet. gen.).
TOURNIQUET ,s .m. , cotte d'armes, derive de tunique (Godefroy). From




mailles, forme" de mailles emtrelacees en forme de treillis (Go-
defroy, La Curne under TRE3LICE, Du Cange under Trilices lori-
cae) . Modern treillis, from Vulgar Latin *-trislicium (Classic
trillx,trillcis , woven with three threads). See Diet, g^n.; K6r-




garni de mailles (Godefroy):
II ot l'escu au col et le hiaume luisant,
Et le hauberc vestu, TRESMAILLIE doublement (Doon de Ma-
iance, 4897). Apparently from tres + MAILLE(q .v. ) ,i .e . , "consist-
ing of triple rings or meshes", corresponding to DOUBLENT IN ( q
.





jambiere (Godefroy, Du Cange under
Trumelieres ) . From Trumel, leg (Modern French truraeau, leg of
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beef) of uncertain origin. Scheler(in Diez, Anhang, p. 817) sug-
gests *-treraellus (from treraere) , "that which swings back and forth




, trou pour les yeux (La Curne):"Fu feru d'un cou-
stel jusques a la cervelle par 1 •UEILLETIERE du heaume"(Chr. de
S. Den. II, 41). From oeillet, diminutive of oil, eye (Latin ocu
lus) . Cf . OE ILL IERE
•
UNGRIER ,adj .? (Godefroy ): "Fiert sur son hiaume UNGRIER" ( Otinel)
.
Perhaps another form of Old French hongris, Hungarian.
VENTAILLE,van. ,ventaile,ventalle,ventele,ventelle,s.m. and f., por-
tion du casque protege ant la partie infe'rieure du visage (Gode-
froy, La Curne, Du Gange under Ventaculura) . Modern French ven-
tail. From *ventalium (Kfirting 10046) or -x-ventaculum (Diet. g£n.
from Latin ventus, wind, because it was through the openings in





large ceinturon prote'geant le ventre et faisant
partie de l'armure (Godefroy ,Complement ) . From ventre (Latin
venter ,ventris )
.
VERGIE*,-giet , verge', part .passe' et adj., ray6, bigarre', cisele', can-
neld" (Godefroy; Du Cange, Glossaire francais) . From Latin virgu-





partie de l'ecu (Godefroy, La Curne)
.
Same as modern Vernis, varnish, of obscure origin. Diez (p. 339,
Vernice) suggests Latin vitrum. According to Schirling(33) , it
was customary to varnish or lacker shields.
VIDAILLE,s.f
.
, ouverture d'un casque, ventaille (Godefroy, Du Cange
under Viseria) . From Latin videre , to see, through some such de-
rivative noun as *vidaculum, doubtless influenced by VENTAILLE.
VISAGIERE,visai. ,s.f
.
, visiere (Godefroy). From visage, a deriva-
tive of vis (Latin visum).
VISELLE ,-zelle,s .f
.
, visidre d'un casque, d'une coiffure (Godefroy)




partie antdrieure du casque qui se baissait £§ur Pr0 "
teger le visage (Godefroy ,Complement ; La Curne; Du Cange under
Viseria). From vis (Latin visum).

nADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA
AVANTAILLE. Cf. Pietsch, Modern Philology XIII, 132-4, Nov., 1916,
CHAMOIS. Meyer-Liibke (1555) proposes as etymon the Late Latin
camox, goat, concerning which he adds:"Das Wort stammt aus einer
vorroraischen Alpenbevolkerung"
•
CHAPELIER (p. 22). This word should be placed after CHAPELET.
HARNOIS. Jenkins (Modern Philology X, p. 450, April, 1913) sug-
gests Germanic heri-nast, "army-strap", "army-gear", "equipment"
POULAIN. Recent investigation convinces me that Godefroy's defini-
tion is correct. Cf. English Polayn.
VERNIS. Thomas (Romania XXXVII
,
1908, p. 432) proposes Modern
Greek p>e.p*\*v , from 2>£p£.M ( *n or 3>e.f>ov\Vx\ , a city in Northern
Africa.



